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Two testing conditions (immediate and delayed) were used to test for the presence of imitation 
and emulation in typically developing and developmentally delayed children, including children 
with autism spectrum disorder, ranging in age from 2.8-years old and 4.0-years old, in two 
experiments,  Experiment I (n=20), Experiment II (n=30).  Using a mixed within-between 
design, I compared the performance of the two groups across various tasks in two testing 
conditions and analyzed their performance. The participants were selected because they fit the 
criteria of 1) being between the age of 2.5 and 4 years of age at the onset of the study, 2) had 
gross motor and generalized imitation in repertoire, and 3) observational learning was present.   
The independent variable was the test interval in both experiments across both testing conditions, 
immediate and delayed. The dependent variables were the unconsequated responses during the 
test interval (Experiment I and II).  The embedded dependent variable in Experiment II was the 
number of 5s intervals participants interacted with a puzzle box in the free play setting.   
Responses were defined as imitation (copy the specific actions with point-to-point 
correspondence), or emulation (bring about the model’s goal by the observer’s own methods and 
means, no point-to-point correspondence but same end result).  In the first experiment I found 
that although typically developing preschoolers often imitate in the short term, they were more 
likely to emulate in the long term when not shown again how to use the items.  In contrast the 
participants with autism spectrum disorder were more likely to imitate across both testing 
 
 
conditions.  My findings support evidence that typically developing children naturally shift from 
imitation to emulation and that children are in fact emulators in contrast to research that suggests 
otherwise.  For those children with autism, Experiment I, supports evidence that they are 
potentially missing a developmental cusp (emulation).  Experiment II sought to replicate the 
findings in Experiment I and differed in that 1) more tasks were added, 2) more participants were 
used, and 2) a free play observation session was added.  The results from Experiment II 
supported the results from Experiment I, in that, all participants (typically developing and those 
with autism) were more likely to imitate in the short-term immediate testing condition; however, 
typically developing children naturally shifted to an emulative response given a delay, whereas, 
those children with autism continued to emit imitative behaviors given a delay, signifying that 
children with autism are missing the developmental cusp of emulation.  The findings support the 
notion that emulation is a developmental cusp and that children with autism often are missing 
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INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
Introduction 
In an imitation setting, when a person says, “do this” while modeling an action or object 
use, the first thing an observer has to figure out is, “what, exactly, does she mean by ‘this’?” 
There are always multiple possible answers to this question, even in the simplest of 
demonstrations:  Reproduce the same end, use the same means, the same force, the same angle, 
the same body part, and the same muscle movements, and so forth (Carpenter, Call, & 
Tomasello, 2005). When copying a model’s behavior, children tend to imitate (copy the specific 
actions to replicate the model’s goal) rather than emulate (bring about the model’s goal in the 
most efficient way) when tested immediately following the model demonstration (Hopper, 
Lambeth, Schaprio, & Whiten, 2008).  Meltzoff and Moore’s (1977) report that typically 
developing (TD) newborns can emit imitative behaviors as early as 12 months old. 
Imitation is a natural part of human development. Humans are capable of experiencing 
and learning from others.  Thus, a fundamental part of  human development is observing and 
imitating others. In TD infants, imitation appears to be an innate ability, as infants only a few 
hours old demonstrate basic imitative abilities (Meltzoff & Moore, 1983). Piaget (1962) stated 
that children learn to imitate when they are infants, and imitation, according to Piaget, seems to 
be a fundamental skill necessary for engaging in more complex learning. He among other 
researchers, suggested that imitation is a precursor to social-cognitive functioning (Meltzoff & 
Gopnik, 1993; Piaget, 1962; Rogers & Pennington, 1991).  However, some research suggests 
that children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) fail to immediately imitate other human 




Thus, impairments in imitation skills, in either TD or ASD, can have an impact on the 
development of the child (Rogers & Pennington, 1991; Rogers, 1999). 
Imitation can be a learning mechanism.  From infancy through to adulthood, humans 
acquire many of the important behavioral and social skills by observing and reproducing the 
behavior of others.  The function of tools, the conventional use of objects, and appropriate social 
behavior and norms are all learned, partially or entirely, through imitation (Tomasello, 1999).  A 
person can observe and obtain different sources of information from the demonstration of others 
(Call & Carpenter, 2002).  Some of these sources of information, actions, and results are directly 
observable, but one, the results, is only inferable (Carpenter, 2006).  Meltzoff and Gopnik (1993) 
suggested that this process requires an infant to understand similarities between body movements 
as felt in the self and body movements as seen in others.  This produces the ability to imitate and 
to understand being imitated, especially where facial imitation is concern, since the infant cannot 
make a direct visual comparison between their own faces and those of adults, as they can do with  
most body movements.  Meltzoff and Gopnik (1993) argued that early imitation is relevant to 
developing ‘theory of mind’ (ToM) because it provides the infant with the initial opportunity to 
make a connection between the visible world of others and its own internal states, the way they 
feel themselves to be.  From these and other sources of information, it is often possible to infer 
the goal of the demonstrator.  Inferring the goals and intentions of others and re-creating the end-
goal is often referred to as emulation by cognitive psychologists.  From a behavioral perspective, 
it is the changes in the environment that are observed and thus when a person recreates the 
environmental changes, it is referred to as emulation. 
Emulation was defined by Tomasello (1990) in regards to chimpanzees and their relation 




the environment as a result of a fellow chimpanzee.  Klein and Zentall (2003) define emulation 
somewhat differently and in relation to affordance learning.  From affordance learning the 
observing animal learns about the properties of the environment from changes that occur. When 
describing emulation, Byrne (2002) stated that “the important distinction from other kinds of 
imitation is that motor behavior per se is not copied.  Thus, in principle, emulation could be as 
effective if the behavior were not seen” (p. 90).   
Review of Literature 
The literature relevant to the focus of the research presented herein will examine 
imitation and emulation behavior in children with ASD and TD.  Key findings in research 
investigating the relation of imitation and emulation, in both immediate and delayed testing 
conditions, will be discussed for children with ASD and TD.  Furthermore, a possible neural 
mechanism for immediate imitation, the mirror neuron system (MNS), will be briefly described.  
Possible sources of reinforcement, from the literature, for imitation and emulation will be 
reviewed.  Finally, the relation of this literature to the proposed study will be discussed. 
Imitation 
Given the importance of imitative behavior, a number of theories have been put forward 
to explain imitation.  Experimenters tend to focus on two issues: how we are able to imitate and 
what we imitate.  Meltzoff and Decety (2003) suggest that imitation is a) innate in humans; b) 
precedes high-order social skills, such as “theory of mind” (defined in Appendix A); and c) 
provides the mechanism by which theory of mind and empathy develop.  Meltzoff and Moore 
(1977) found that neonates 12 to 21 days of age and even neonates between 42 minutes and 72 




(2004) add that the mirror neuron system (MNS) allows for action observation that triggers 
motor productions that allow humans to reproduce the observed action (i.e. imitate).  From a 
cognitive psychology standpoint, a concept develops that others have mental states (i.e. 
intentions) that prompt performance of actions.  Therefore, infants compare their actions to those 
of others and they begin to build a repertoire of behaviors (Meltzoff & Decety, 2003).   From a 
behavioral perspective, imitating the actions of others is a see-do correspondence, in which a 
person observer the actions of another and then emits the same behavior.  This correspondence 
becomes a conditioned reinforcer, in that the relation of seeing and doing is reinforced, which 
increases the likelihood of imitating again in the future. 
Meltzoff (1990) reported that infants are able to recognize when they are being imitated.  
His research suggests that infants looked longer at the adult who was imitating them, smiled 
more at the adult, and directed more behavior towards the adult who was imitating them 
(Meltzoff, 1990).  TD humans begin imitating at birth and use imitation to develop an 
increasingly complex behavioral repertoire of social skills and social understanding of the world 
(i.e., difference between same and different between individuals).  In contrast, several studies 
found that autistic children performed worse on imitation, both vocal and gestural, than non-
autistic children (Abrahamsen & Mitchell, 1990; Charman & Baron-Cohen, 1994; Herzig, Snow, 
& Sherman, 1989; Sigman & Ungerer, 1984; Thatcher, 1977) suggesting that individuals with 
ASD have a deficit in imitation (Rogers, 1999; Rogers & Pennington, 1991).  Verbal Behavior 
Developmental Theory (VBDT), a behavioral perspective, argues that there are principles of 
behavior that explains why “imitation” occurs.  According to VBDT, the principle of modeling 
(imitation) is what accounts for infants looking longer at adults who are imitating them because 




reinforcer is a reinforcer that has been learned.  For example, when a baby babbles a sound that 
resembles a sound that has heard its parents say (i.e., ma ma or da da) the baby will be likely to 
repeat that sound because the parents reinforce that babbling sound (i.e. yes ma ma, say ma ma 
again).  The reason the response is more likely to occur is that the feedback from the parents 
(reinforcement) has been paired with the sound itself and when the parent made the sound.  This 
explanation explains how vocal imitation becomes a conditioned reinforcer and accounts for the 
imitative behaviors of humans and other species.  
Typically Developing Humans and Imitation Skills 
Cognitive psychologists have actively researched imitation for decades.  Piaget was the 
first one who proposed a developmental theory of imitation and gave focus to imitation as being 
the central role in the development and onset of language (Piaget, 1962).  Piaget argued that 
body, facial and vocal imitation developed throughout the six stages of sensory-motor 
development.  Piaget’s (1962) detailed models of imitative development had a significant impact 
on the research.    
 Branching from Piaget’s work on imitation there are three main accounts for imitative 
behavior: the direct matching account (Iacoboni, Woods, Brass, Bekkering, Mazziotta & 
Rizzolatti, 1999), the associationist account (Heyes, 2001), and the intention-based account 
(Bekkering, Wohlschlager, & Gattis, 2000; Carpenter, Akhtar, & Tomasello, 1998).  Direct 
matching accounts claim that humans possess an innate imitation mechanism through which 
visual input from observed actions is matched to proprioceptive feedback from self-produced 
actions (Meltzoff, 1993).  Support for directing matching accounts has come from the discovery 
of mirror neurons, which is a neurological perspective (Iacaboni et al, 1999; Rizzolatti, Fadiga, 




imitation relates to the ‘how’, the observers are focused on the physical behaviors of the 
demonstrator.   
In contrast to the direct matching account, the associationist account holds that imitation 
is highly experience dependent (Heyes, 2001).  According to this account, imitation results from 
a series of links between sensory and motor representations (Bird & Heyes, 2005).  These links 
are generated through concurrent observation and execution of the same actions.  This account 
gains support from data showing that mirror system activation can change and even reverse with 
training (Catmur, Walks, & Heyes, 2007; Catmur, Gillmeister, Bird, Liepelt, Brass, & Heyes, 
2008).  Moreover, through this perspective, evidence suggests that non-human animals, for 
example a dog, can be trained to imitate (Heyes, 2001; Mui, Hazelgrove, Pearce, & Heyes, 
2008).  Studies with adult humans demonstrate that adults begin to imitate the gestures and 
mannerisms of their social partners (Chartrand & van Baaren, 2009).  Although associations may 
play an important role in imitation, they cannot be the whole story.  Other research suggests that 
imitation is a selective, interpretive process (Over & Gattis, 2010) based on understanding the 
goals and intentions of a model (Over & Gattis, 2010). 
The intention-based account focuses on the ‘why’ of the demonstrations.  This theory 
holds that the brain develops a perception between what it is seeing and the actions.  The actions 
are then mediated and broken down into individual behaviors.  These individual behaviors are 
not replicated as unified motor patterns, the action in its entirety, but rather are broken down and 
reconstructed in terms of their goals (Bekkering et al., 2000; Gattis, Bekkering, & Wohlschlager, 
2002).  It is assumed that imitation is guided by cognitively specified goals.  This account is 
compatible with a body of empirical evidence, in cognitive psychology, suggesting that both 




interpretation of the model’s goals and intentions.  For example, infants (Carpenter et al., 2005), 
young children (Bekkering et al., 2000; Gleissner, Meltzoff, & Bekkering, 2000) and adults 
(Wohlschlager, Bekkering, & Gattis, 2003) imitate the same action differently depending on the 
observation and the effects on the environment.  Moreover, findings from studies looking at 
imitation and infants, found that infants copy actions of adults reliably but not their mistakes 
(Carpenter et al., 1998) or failed attempts (Meltzoff, 1995).  Although this theory appears to 
account for some imitation errors in children, especially the responses associated with object use, 
it fails to explain which standard is used to hierarchically organize the goals.  This theory did not 
discriminate between imitation and emulation, in which the former carries the same topography 
to achieve the goal, while the latter may use various behaviors to complete the task (Rothstein, 
2010).   
These three accounts of imitation are used to account for the how and why imitation 
occurs in children.  When looking closer into the theories it is perhaps necessary to point out that 
the direct-matching account is what we would conclude as imitation.  There is a point-to-point 
correspondence between the behaviors of the observer and that of the demonstrator.  The 
observer is focused on the ‘how’ did they demonstrator complete the task.  In contrast, the 
intention based account is focused on the ‘why’ and by definition perhaps is what a reader may 
interpret as emulation and not imitation.  Here the observers are focused on the ‘why’ and the 
behaviors are not replicated as unified behaviors but broken into their own goals and depending 
on the interpretation of the observer, he or she may use their own behavioral means to achieve 
the end goal.  The common limitation to these accounts and studies is that none of them 




the possibilities of the participants’ having the later “acquired” responses in repertoire, therefore, 
the conclusion that participants learned the behaviors due to treatment may not be accurate.   
Imitation in the Immediate Testing Condition and ASD: Behavioral Evidence 
Imitation is seen as an essential behavioral repertoire in the development of children 
(Bekkering et al., 2000, Gleissner et al., 2000; Wohlschlager et al., 2003).  Generalized imitation, 
in early behavioral analysis, is referred to as the capability of imitating movements that are not 
directly taught (Baer et al., 1967).  There is sufficient evidence that individuals with ASD have 
impairments in imitative behaviors (Abrahamsen & Mitchell, 1990; Charman & Baron-Cohen, 
1994; Herzig, Snow, & Sherman, 1989; Meltzoff & Gopnik, 1993; Sigman & Ungere, 1984; 
Stone, Ousley, & Littlford, 1997; Thatcher, 1977; Williams et al., 2004).  Previous studies of 
imitation in autism can identified as falling into one of three categories: vocal imitation, object 
use, and motor imitation.   
Rogers et al., (2003) examined children with ASD, children with other developmental 
disorders, as well as TD children to examine the nature and specificity of the imitation deficit 
that is said to be associated with ASD.  Participants in all groups observed an experimenter 
complete a number of tasks that varied across manual actions (i.e. open and close both hands 
simultaneously), oral facial (i.e. extend tongue and wiggle sideways), and actions on objects (i.e. 
pull blocks apart and bang together).  Results demonstrated that participants diagnosed with ASD 
imitated the least across two of the task categories (oral facial and object imitation) compared 
those participants with developmental disorders and TD; however, imitated equally on manual 
based tasks (Rogers et al., 2003).  
McIntosh, Reichmann-Decker, Winkielman, and Wilbarger (2006) examined imitation of 




individuals.  The researchers wanted to determine if individuals with ASD would imitate the 
facial expressions of others in two experiments, automatic facial expressions and voluntary 
imitation of facial expressions.  Participants in both groups, ASD and TD, were asked to 
complete two experimental phases: (i) automatic phase; and (ii) voluntary phase.  In the 
automatic phase, participants were instructed to watch a screen while pictures of facial 
expressions appeared on the screen.  In contrast in the next phase, voluntary phase, participants 
were given the instructions to make the same expressions as the one seen on the screen 
(McIntosh et al., 2006).  Results indicated that participants with ASD were able to produce the 
target facial expressions in the voluntary phase, as were the TD participants, that is when 
instructed to imitate the facial expression they were able to.  However, results were significantly 
different for participants with ASD during the automatic phase, compared to the TD participants.  
Results demonstrated that participants with ASD imitated facial expressions less frequently 
during the automatic phase suggesting that children with ASD have a deficit in imitation skills 
(McIntosh et al., 2006).  In the voluntary phase, the participants with ASD were able to imitate 
the facial actions because they were instructed to do so.  Individuals with autism are rule-
governed, in that they follow directions and instructions told to them.  In order for imitation to be 
truly imitative, the behaviors need to come under control of their own motivation to imitate and 
not because they were instructed to do so.   
In contrast, Perra, Williams, Whiten, Fraser, Benzie and Perrett (2008) used a functional 
analysis to investigate whether imitative deficits are a specific and important feature of ASD. 
Participants (n=49) were children with developmental disabilities, ASD or TD and they were all 
asked to observe three types of imitation tasks: a) hand-gesture imitation; b) verbal imitation; and 




(2008) found that there were two reliable functions.  The first function reliably discriminated TD 
participants from participants with developmental disabilities and accounted for 88% of variance 
(Perra et al., 2008).  The second function reliably discriminated participants with ASD from the 
other two groups and accounted for 12% of the variance (Perra et al., 2008).  In order to check 
whether imitative tasks afforded a reliable differentiation between the three groups on their own, 
Perra and colleagues (2008) ran a discriminate analysis using only imitation as the predictors.  
Their results suggested that there were two reliable differences; the first accounted for 66% of 
the variance and discriminated TD from the other two groups, and the second discriminated 
children with DD from children with ASD (Perra et al., 2008).  Perra and colleagues (2008) 
concluded that their results suggest that imitation skills are impaired in children with autism, as 
compared to same age peers with developmental disabilities and TD peers.  
The above research studies have tested imitation skills primarlily on motor imitation, 
with one object use imitation skill (Rogers et al., 2003) and one vocal imitation (Perra et al., 
2008).  Hobson and Hobson (2008) tested children with ASD compared to TD peers on the style 
of imitative acts (i.e. gentle versus forceful actions).  The results of Hobson and Hobson (2008) 
demonstrated that participants with and without ASD were able to imitate all actions; however, 
participants with ASD imitated significantly less in imitating the style with which the actions 
were executed, especially when the style was not a critical feature to achieving the goal (Hobson 
& Hobson, 2008).  For example, gentle clapping of the hands versus hard forceful clapping of 
the hands.   
Williams et al., (2004) reviewed ASD research in imitation from the years 1988 until 
2002.  They reviewed 21 well-controlled studies that focused on object use and the results from 




imitation when the task was a non-meaningful gesture (i.e. novel acts, such as pushing a button 
with one’s forehead), compared to familiar functional tasks (i.e. using a comb or waving 
goodbye).  The majority of studies that Williams et al., (2004) reviewed found that children with 
ASD demonstrated deficits in the object use imitative repertoire (17 out of 21).  The other four 
studies that did not find an impairment had confounds: the sample size was small and used much 
younger children as controls, or used participants with ASD who were much older than controls 
(Williams, et al., 2008).   
Horne and Erjavec (2007) attempted to induce generalized imitation in 11 months to 19-
month infants.  They found no evidence of generalized imitation in infants and their results are 
consistent with previous research that attempted to induce generalized imitation when it was 
missing in children (Horne & Erjavec, 2007; Erjavec, 2002; Poulson, Kyparissos, Andreatos, 
Kymissism, & Parnes, 2002).  Erjavec and colleagues continued to investigate ways in which 
they could induce generalized imitation; however, they concluded that higher order imitation 
skills could not be taught. 
Du (2011) and Du and Greer (2014) demonstrated that generalized imitation could be 
induced using a mirror.  Pereira-Delgado et al., (2009) hypothesized that the mirror provided the 
practical benefit of having the children observe their own body parts.  Du and Greer (2014) 
investigated using the mirror to induce generalized imitation.  Their study consisted of six 
participants between the ages of 3- and 4-years of age who had a diagnosis of autism spectrum 
disorder.  The participants were tested for imitation skills using a 26 motor imitation probe list.  
All six participants demonstrated a deficit in imitation skills.  Utilizing a mirror procedure for 
three of the six participants the researchers were able to induce the missing behavioral skill of 




generalized imitation skills.  The results add further to the literature in that the researchers agreed 
that children with autism sometimes do in fact have a deficit with imitation skills; however, the 
researchers demonstrated that by utilizing the mirror procedure they were able to induce the 
missing behavioral capability of imitation.   
The above research all tested children with ASD in an immediate testing condition and 
compared their results to peers that were TD and/or had other developmental disorders.  This 
research suggests that children with ASD display significant impairments on a variety of 
imitation tasks: manual gestures, actions on objects, meaningless gestures, style of imitative 
movements, and automatic facial expressions; however, the capability can be successfully 
induced (Du, 2011; Du & Greer, 2014).  The results of the above studies suggest that children 
with ASD fail to imitate in the immediate testing conditions; however, they do not state whether 
the participants with ASD emit no behaviors, unrelated behaviors, or  behaviors that produce the 
same outcome but use their own behaviors to achieve the goal (emulation).   
Neurological research has uncovered what neurologists call the mirror neuron system 
(MNS), which they believe accounts for automatic imitation in humans.  Research suggests, in 
the neurological field, that MNS is impaired in individuals with ASD and this impairment 
provides a neural explanation for difficulties with imitation in individuals with ASD.  The next 
section describes MNS in TD individuals and individuals with ASD. 
Neurological Evidence 
Insights into the neural mechanisms of imitation came through the discovery of a set of 
neurons in the F5 area of nonhuman primate brains that fire when a monkey performs an action 
but also when a monkey observes an action being performed (Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi, & 




are responsible for the visual processing of actions of others and have provided neurologists with 
insight into how monkeys perceive the actions of others and translate this into information to 
perform similar actions.  The mirror neuron system (MNS) has been used to explain and 
understand imitation (Iacoboni et al., 1999).  In nonhuman primates, mirror neurons were 
identified in area F5 and area PF (Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004).  A substantial number of fMRI 
and EEG studies have found evidence suggesting that the same neurons exist in humans 
(Iacoboni & Dapretto, 2006).   
Gallese et al., (1996) hypothesize that mirror neurons are the basis for imitative learning.  
When Gallese et al., (1996) first discovered the neurons in the F5 area of macaque monkeys in 
1996 it revolutionized the ways in which some scientists conceptualized the learning process.  
The monkey F5 is thought to correspond to the human inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), ventral 
premotor cortex (PMv) and the monkey PF is thought to correspond to the human inferior 
parietal lobule (IPL).  In humans, these two core regions of the MNS each likely serve different 
functions.  While the IFG/PMv has been found to be involved in action planning (Hamilton, 
2008) and perception-action coupling (Newman-Norlund et al., 2010), the IPL is thought ot 
mediate spatiotemporal, perceptual and goal coding aspects necessary for imitation (Hamilton, 
2008).     
MNS and TD. Buccino, Binkofski, Fink, Fadiga, Fogassi and Freund (2001) used MRI 
scans and found clear evidence of the MNS in humans.  Brain imaging studies suggest that the 
human brain has a MNS like the monkey’s and that the human MNS is comprised of complex 
networks formed by the occipital, temporal, and parietal visual areas and two other regions 
whose functions are motor in nature (Buccino et al., 2001; Iacoboni, Woods, Brass, Beckering, 




MNS could be involved in the perception and production of actions.  They examined the brain 
activity during an imitation task against one of two instruction tasks.  The participants in the 
Iacoboni et al. (1999) study were shown an animated hand in three conditions: a) the animated 
hand’s index or middle finger moved and participants were asked to imitate the movement; b) 
participants saw the same animated hand but this time they were instructed to move the finger 
that corresponded with a finger presented with a cross on it; and c) the participants were showed 
a gray square and were instructed to raise their index finger if a cross appeared on the left side of 
the square and to raise their middle finger if the cross appeared on the right side of the square.  
The results demonstrated that the brain produced greater activity levels within the MNS during 
the imitation task versus the other instructional tasks.  Iacobni and colleagues (1999) argue that 
the results demonstrate that the MNS plays an important role in imitative learning. 
To further determine the role that MNS plays in imitative learning of new skills Buccino, 
Vogt, Ritzl, Zilles, and Freund (2004) studied participants (N=12; 6 males and 6 females) who 
had no musical skills for playing a guitar learn to play guitar chords while in an MRI machine 
compared to three other control conditions.  Buccino et al., (2004) used four phases to test the 
activity level of the brain in the MNS.  The four phases were: a) observation of guitar chords 
played by a guitarist; b) a pause following observation; c) execution of guitar chords by the 
participants; and d) rest.  The other three control conditions were: a) an observation only 
condition; b) an execution condition in which participants were instructed to produce a chord of 
their choice; and c) a condition in which participants performed non-imitative actions following 
observation of someone else playing chords (Buccino et al., 2004).   
The research study found that for those participants who imitated the chords, a brain 




active during observation and continued through the pause following observation (Buccino et al., 
2004).  Furthermore, MNS activation was significantly stronger in these participants versus the 
participants in other conditions, thus supporting previous research that the MNS plays an 
important role in imitative learning (Buccino et al., 2004; Buccino et al., 2001).  The results from 
the study led Buccino et al., (2004) to conclude that in order for an individual to imitate, the 
brain circuit relies on the MNS, and thus the MNS then acquires visual information that is 
processed as a visual and then recombines the motor elements to create a motor pattern in the 
brain allowing the individual to imitate what was observed in the environment.  
Heyes (2001) offered a theory called the Associative Sequence Learning Model (ASL) in 
an attempt to explain how mirror neurons match observed and performed actions.  Based on the 
ASL model, the development of imitation is a result of the associations between sensory and 
motor representations of movements and correlated daily sensori-motor experiences (Heyes, 
2001).  He proposed the perceptual-motor translation be considered as the defining feature of 
imitation because it serves as a bridge between sensory and motor representations.  His theory is 
similar to Verbal Behavior Development Theory (VBDT) in that both of the theories identified 
imitation as an example of the intercept of observation and production.  In sum, the results of the 
MNS studies discussed above provide some evidence, from a neurological standpoint, a 
neurological basis for the occurrence of imitation in TD individuals.  The next section will 
review literature focused on the MNS and individuals with ASD.  The following studies provide 
neural evidence of a deficit in imitation for individuals with ASD. 
MNS and ASD. The above research contains evidence from a neurological perspective 
that the human brain contains a neural circuit for imitation of novel motor acts.  Deficits in 




dysfunction of the MNS has been subject of recent debate in ASD literature.  Research in the 
field of MNS and ASD suggests that the deficit may be resulting from a dysfunction in the 
circuit (Dapretto, Davies, Pfiefer, Scott, Sigman, & Bookheimer, 2006; Oberman, Hubbard, 
McCleery, Altschuler, Ramachandran, & Pineda, 2005; Willams et al., 2001).  It has been 
hypothesized by some researchers (Oberman & Ramachandran, 2007; Williams et al., 2001) that 
the deficits in imitation in children with ASD may have malfunctioning MNS. Researchers label 
this as the “broken mirror” theory.   
This account suggests that the MNS dysfunction could help explain some of the primary 
symptoms of ASD including isolation, lack of empathy, and social skills difficulties 
(Ramachandran & Oberman, 2006).  Evidence for MNS dysfunction in children with autism 
comes from EEG studies (Beriner et al., 2007; Marineau et al., 2008; Oberman et al., 2005), 
MEG studies (Nishitani, Aviakainen, & Hari, 2004), and MRI studies (Dapretto et al., 2006; 
Williams et al., 2006).  Like EEGs and MRIs, a MEG, magnetoencephalography, is a 
neuroimaging system that maps brain activity by recording magnetic fields produced by 
electrical currents occurring in the brain (Williams et al., 2006).  
Oberman et al., (2005) found a different activation of the MNS in children with ASD 
when they were compared to TD children.  In Oberman et al., (2005) study they examined the 
brain waves of each participant and the waves were recorded as each participant observed an 
action in one condition and performed an action in another condition.  Their results revealed that 
TD children showed activation of the MNS during both conditions; however, children with ASD 
only showed activation during the second condition, performance of the action and not in the 




Dapretto et al., (2006) examined facial expressions in two immediate testing conditions 
with children TD and diagnosed with ASD.  Dapretto et al., (2006) found similar results to 
Oberman et al., (2005) in that children with ASD showed atypical MNS activation during facial 
imitation activities compared to TD peers.  The TD children in this study showed higher rates of 
activation in both testing conditions (observation and performance of facial expressions) 
compared to the participants with ASD.  The participants with ASD only showed activation 
when an action was emitted by the participants (performance) and not when they observed only 
(Dapretto et al., 2006).  
However, it should be noted that several studies have failed to replicate findings of 
imitation deficits in ASD regarding the MNS (Bird et al., 2007; Dinstein et al., 2010; Gowen, 
Stanley & Miall, 2008; Hamilton, Brindly, & Faith, 2007; Leighton et al., 2008; Press, 
Richardson, & Bird, 2010, Spengler, Bird, & Brass, 2010).  Nevertheless, these studies still 
question the degree to which individuals with ASD would imitate automatically in real-world 
social settings and if they would do so for the same reasons as their TD peers (Bird et al., 2007).   
The above studies suggest that in TD individuals the MNS plays a role in the imitation 
actions of individuals across various behaviors.  In contrast, the above studies suggest that 
individuals with ASD have different neural circuits and thus their MNS functions differently 
such that there becomes a deficit in imitation skills in this population.  The broken mirror theory 
of autism argues that dysfunction of the MNS is a cause of social disabilities in autism 
(Dappretto et al., 2006; Hamilton et al, 2007; Iacoboni & Dapretto, 2006; Ramachandran & 
Oberman, 2006; Williams et al., 2001).   
However, while some research has found evidence of MNS abnormalities in ASD, recent 




There have been studies finding intact activation (Oberman, Ramachandran, & Pineda, 2008; 
Raymaekers, Wiserema, & Roeyers, 2009; Avikainen, Kulomaki, & Hair, 1999).  For instance, a 
study by Hamilton, Brindly, and Frith (2007) found performance of the participants with autism 
was superior to controls on gesture recognition tasks that would likely recruit the MNS.  Dinstein 
and colleagues (2010) found equivalent MNS activation in ASD and TD controls during 
observation and execution of hand gestures.  It is possible that the activation differences in the 
MNS could be due to a behavior account and sources of reinforcement.  VBDT would argue that 
the activation results from instructional history with the gestures (whether they are common 
gestures they observed before) and if reinforcement was associated with each gesture.  
A recent study in 2011 by Bastiaansen, Thiouz, Nanetti, van der Gaag, Ketelaars, 
Minderaa, and Keysers, report that the mirror system in individuals with autism in not actually 
broken, but simply delayed.  Bastiaansen et al. (2011) compared 21 adult males with ASD with 
21 TD participants that were matched for age, sex and IQ.  Their brains were scanned in three 
conditions, observing movies showing 1) facial expressions, 2) performing facial movements, 
and 3) experiencing a disgusting taste.  The results demonstrated that brain activity of ASD was 
more active than in TD control subjects.  The researchers state that “while most of us have their 
strongest mirror activity while they are young, autistic individuals seem to have a weak mirror 
system in their youth, but their mirror activity increases with age, is normal by about 30” (p. 
836).  In sum, there is contradicting behavioral and neurological evidence that suggests 
individuals with ASD show impairments in the ability to immediately imitate the actions of 
others, whether it is object use, facial expressions or body movements.  This pattern of mixed 





Delayed Imitation and Experimental Testing with TD and ASD children 
In all of the studies mentioned above the imitation skill, in both behavioral and 
neurological research, was tested immediately following an observation.  The ability to imitate 
after a delay (i.e. delayed imitation as defined by Meltzoff, Appendix A), has also been a focus 
of research comparing TD children and children diagnosed with ASD.  Piaget (1962) initially 
posed that delayed imitation developed in human infants at around 16-24 months old.  Meltzoff’s 
(1988a, 1988b) research in delayed imitation found that TD infants as young as 9 months old 
were able to imitate adult behaviors after 24 hours, the maximum length of the delay, and 14-
month olds emitted imitative behaviors up to one week later.   
Meltzoff’s design included four phases: baseline, observation, delay, and imitation 
(Meltzoff, 1988a, 1988b).  In the baseline phase, participants manipulated stimuli without having 
observed the experimenter.  The baseline was used to establish target actions, that is, if the 
participant emitted an action during baseline (i.e. hit the object with his elbow), then that action 
was not a target response during the imitation phase.  This further ensured that any target actions 
produced in the baseline phase was spontaneous and that those actions produced in the imitation 
phase were imitative behaviors (Meltzoff, 1988a, 1988b).  In the next phase, observation, 
participants observed the experimenter produce target actions on novel objects.  During this 
phase they were not given the opportunity to manipulate the stimuli or touch it (Meltzoff, 1988a, 
1988b).  The third phase, delay phase, the participants were given activities that were unrelated 
to the observed target actions.  It was only after the delay that participants were given the 
opportunity to imitate target actions.  Using this four phase design, Meltzoff’s initial study 




week later (Meltzoff, 1988b) and 14-month old infants imitated the target actions after a one-
week delay (Meltzoff, 1988a).   
Delayed Imation and TD Children. The methodological design used by Meltzoff has 
been replicated and extended since his initial findings.  Barr, Dowden, and Hayne (1996), 
replicated the methodology of Meltzoff to test delayed imitation with infants aged 6, 12, 18 and 
24-month olds.  They found that all four age groups imitated accurately; however, 18- and 24-
month olds emitted significantly more imitative actions than 6-month olds (Barr et al., 1996).  
Their results further support evidence, that TD infants are able to emit imitative actions given a 
time delay and that they produce more behaviors as they age. 
Kuczynski, Zahn-Waxler, and Radke-Yarrow (1987) conducted a longitudinal study that 
researched the development of delayed imitation in a natural setting to infants, their home.  
Occurrences of immediate and delayed imitation were recorded by the infant’s mother over a 
period of  between four and eight months.  Participants had a mean average age of 16- to 29-
months (Kuczynski et al., 1987).  The investigators found that delayed imitation in the number of 
incidences was significantly greater in the older infants, in addition, the behaviors being imitated 
after the delay were found to be different from those exhibited immediately, however, reaching 
the same end state, especially during the play activities (Kuczynskiet al., 1987).  The researchers 
do not state whether or not those participants who did not imitate after the delay emitted an 
emulation behavior.  They simply coded the behavior as imitation or not.   
Herbert and Hayne (2000) found that there was a positive correlation between infant’s 
age and the inter-response time, the duration between observation and being able to access the 
novel objects, on delayed imitation.  Herbert and Hayne (2000) found that 18-month old infants 




to emit delayed imitation after delays of 56 days.  After a six month follow up, Herbert and 
Hayne (2000) found that children who were 24 –months did not emit any delayed imitative 
behaviors. 
Nielsen and Dissanayake (2003), similarly to Barr et al., (1996) and Hebert and Hayne 
(2000), found that 12-24-month old infants could emit accurate delayed imitation after an 8 
month delay and their results demonstrated that the accuracy of the imitative skill increased with 
age.  However, their findings suggest that although the accuracy of the skill increases with age it 
plateaus by 15-months (Nielsen & Dissanayake, 2003).  A few years later, Learmonth, Lamberth, 
and Rovee-Collier (2005) replicated Barr et al., (1996) and Nielsen and Dissanayake (2003) 
results.  In their study, participants watched an experimenter produce target actions on an object 
during an observation phase; however, during the imitation phase a different experimenter 
presented the object to the participants while in one condition the first experimenter was present 
and the other condition the first experimenter was not present, creating a novel social 
environment (Learmonth et al., 2005).  Learmonth et al., (2005) results showed that 6-, 9-, 12-, 
15- and 18-month olds emitted accurate delayed imitation following a 24 h delay.  Furthermore, 
their study added the notion that social context plays an important role in imitation skills 
(Learmonth et al., 2005).  For the participants that emitted accurate imitation, it was only in the 
presence of the first experimenter.  One explanation may be that the presence of the first 
experimenter acted as a control for the participant.  The participants were familiar (habituated) 
with the experimenter and thus they were more likely to emit an imitative response with 
someone familiar.  The participants were motivated to demonstrate connectedness and mutuality 
with the familiar experimenter, more so than an unfamiliar experimenter.  Another theory 




original demonstrator was present which cued the observer to emit behaviors of the 
experimenter.  Their results demonstrated that infants did not emit any delayed imitation skills in 
the novel social environment, that is, when only unfamiliar people were present (Learmonth et 
al., 2005).   
What differs about these studies is the inclusion of a delayed imitation phase.  All of the 
results provide evidence that toddlers and even young infants accurately emit imitative behaviors 
given a delay of a few hours all the way up to one week.  Furthermore, the study by Learmonth 
et al. (2005) supports TD children as imitators in social environments in which the adults present 
were familiar to them and that TD children were less likely to emit imitative responses with 
unfamiliar people. 
Delayed Imitation and ASD Children.  Given the research supporting the notion that 
children diagnosed with ASD have a deficit in imitation skills in immediate testing conditions 
and that TD children emit imitative behaviors given a delay there has been a shift in research 
towards children with ASD and delayed imitation.  However, the emerging research in regards to 
children with ASD and delayed imitation has provided a less clear picture as the results are 
mixed: while some studies demonstrate that individuals with ASD emit fewer accurate delayed 
imitative behaviors compared to TD children (Dawson, Meltzoff, Osterling, & Rinaldi, 1999; 
Rogers, Young, Cook, Giolzetti, & Ozonoff, 2008; Strid, Heimann, Gillberg, Smith & Tjus, 
2012; Strid, Heimann, & Tjus, 2013), other researchers find no difference between the two 
groups when it comes to delayed imitation (Hobson & Hobson, 2008; Hobson & Lee, 1999; 
McDonough, Stahmer, Schreibman, & Thompson, 1997; Wu, Chiang, &Hou, 2011). 
All of the research studies used Meltzoff’s (1988a, 1988b) four phases to test for delayed 




contradictory findings.  While those research studies that found a difference between TD and 
those individuals with ASD used unprompted delayed imitative phases, whereas, those that 
found no difference used a prompted delayed imitative phase.  For example, in the research in 
which a prompt was give,  the experimenter would give a vocal direction, such as ‘your turn’, 
‘make the same’ or ‘do as I do’ to cue an behavior to occur.  In the unprompted research, the 
experimenter did not provide a vocal prompt for the participants to emit a behavior. 
Delayed imitation has not received as much attention in the ASD literature as immediate 
imitation (Morgan, 2013).  The literature that does exist consists of contradictory results, 
although they all had used the same general procedure set out by Meltzoff (1988a, 1988b). There 
are differences in study design regarding vocal prompted imitated behaviors (i.e., “your turn, use 
this”), to those studies that did not use a vocal prompt and required “spontaneous” (i.e., non-
prompted) imitative behaviors (Morgan, 2013).  The studies conducted by Dawson et al., 1998, 
Rogers et al., 2008, Strid et al., 2012, and Strid et al., 2013, found that participants with ASD had 
imitation deficits, as in they did not imitate the actions of the experimenter.  However, on the 
other hand in the studies that the children were prompted with a vocal prompt no difference was 
found between TD and those with ASD (Hobson & Lee, 1999; McDonough et al., 1997; Wu et 
al., 2011).  It’s important to note that all of the studies comparing children with ASD to TD 
children the researchers matched participants based on cognitive levels of development and not 
matched based on chronological age, except in the Hobson and Hobson (2008) and Hobson and 
Lee (1999) studies, where the researchers matched participants based on age. 
To test whether the imitation differences were in fact due to the prompted versus non-
prompted commands regarding immediate and delayed imitation with ASD and TD, Morgan 




(same age peers) controls using differing time delays to determine if there was a difference 
between a short-delay versus a longer delay, in both prompted and non-prompted testing 
conditions.  Morgan’s (2013) study found that: a) children with ASD emitted fewer accurate 
non-prompted imitations during the delayed testing condition, consistent with previous research 
(Dawson et al., 1998; Rogers et al., 2008; Strid et al., 2012; Strid et al., 2013); and b) children 
with ASD required an increased number of vocal prompts than TD participants in order for the 
participants to emit any response during the delayed testing condition, and c) her results showed 
that participants with ASD did not emit the same level of accurate imitative responses during 
delayed testing, contradicting the findings of Hobson & Lee (1999), McDonough et al., (1997) 
and Wu et al., (2011) (Morgan, 2013). 
In sum, Morgan (2013) brings the two methodological issues in the delayed imitation 
literature together and her results support the current research that children with ASD have a 
deficit in imitation skills.  It is important to note that Morgan tested in delayed testing conditions 
and she, as the experimenter, was familiar with the participants, that is, the participants were 
warmed up to her, as she worked with each participant in all 11 tasks in her study.   
Sources of Reinforcement for Imitation 
Extrinsic/Social Motivation Factor 
 In terms of motivation, it is first necessary to consider children’s own goals in the 
situation (Carpenter, 2006).  When children imitate an action, they may either have a goal to 
learn or a social goal in mind.  Equally critical to understanding imitation are the social pressures 
that children experience within the imitative interaction.  Social pressure to copy may either be 




 In other forms of imitation, children seek to make themselves more like the model, or the 
social group, without any attempt to learn a new skill, thus creating an extrinsic form of 
motivation for imitation.  The clearest example of this is when adults subconsciously mimic the 
mannerisms of their social partners (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999).  However, imitation for purely 
social reasons is also seen in children and is typically characterized by imitation (Carpenter, 
2006). 
 Social imitation of this type may be communicative (Carpenter, 2006).  Children may 
copy another’s behavior to communicate to those around them.  There is evidence that some 
naturalistic imitative interactions serve communicative-affiliate functions in toddlers.  In the 
study by Eckerman, Davis, and Didow (1989) 5-year-olds worked to ensure that a model could 
see their imitation, thus suggesting that their imitation was produced for the model.  This is 
further supported by findings that children imitate irrelevant actions, actions that do not have a 
functional goal or not necessary to complete the end goal, more often when the individual who 
demonstrated them is present at the time of testing (Nielson & Blank, 2011). 
Intrinsic Motivation 
 Intrinsic motivations have recently come into focus as important driving forces in the 
development of complex behaviors (Baldassarre & Mirolli, 2013).  While there is still much 
debate about the correct definition of intrinsic motivation (Baldassarre, 2011), the term is usually 
used when referring to behaviors such as play or other ‘curious’ exploration of the environment 
that seem unrelated to any immediate extrinsic goal, such as acquisition of food.   
 Piaget’s (1962) account of imitation proposes that extrinsic reinforcement may not be 




is intrinsically reinforcing.  His theory is similar to the conditioned reinforcement account since 
“intrinsic” may be “automatic” and not necessarily an intrinsic psychological process.    
 Kaplan and Oudeyer (2007) have considered an intrinsic motivation for maximizing 
learning progress and discussed its potential role in the development of imitation.  Specifically, 
they argue that the meaningful distinctions necessary for the development of imitation (self, 
others and objects in the environment) may be the result of discriminations constructed during a 
progress-driven process and that imitative behavior can more generally be understood as a way 
of producing actions in order to experience learning progress (Kaplan & Oudeyer, 2007).  They 
suggest that at different stages of development infants may engage in different kinds of imitative 
behaviors because they maximize the infant’s current learning progress.  Kaplan and Oudeyer 
(2007) argue that imitative behaviors are reinforced because the infant’s sensory consequences 
can be encoded efficiently by their own sensory model.   
Skinner’s early analysis of Imitation and Sources of Reinforcement 
 From a behavioral perspective, in Science and Human Behavior, B.F. Skinner (1953) 
analyzed the act of imitating through a behavior analytic perspective. He stated, “imitation 
develops in the history of the individual as the result of discriminative reinforcements showing 
[the] same three-term contingency,” (Skinner, 1953, pp. 119-120). He referred to imitation as 
being the result of a kind of “conditioning” process, meaning that, an individual may develop an 
imitative repertoire because that individual emits previously observed behaviors that are 
reinforced (e.g., followed by a reward or social attention/praise). For example, the visual display 
of a mother clapping her hands in front of her baby is the occasion upon which the baby 




From this, Skinner (1957) believed that imitation is not inherent, but can be acquired quickly 
during early childhood. 
Skinner then went on to propose that, “in general, behaving as others behave is likely to 
be reinforcing” (Skinner, 1953, p. 311). To illustrate this point, he provided the real-world 
example of stopping to look in a store window that has already attracted a crowd; hence, 
stopping to look in a store window that has already attracted a crowd is more likely to be 
reinforced than stopping to look in store windows, which have not attracted crowds. He stated 
that, “situations of this sort multiplied a thousand fold generate and sustain an enormous 
tendency to behave as others are behaving,” (Skinner, 1953, p. 312).  That is imitation is 
reinforced through the see-do correspondence.  I see you performing an act and then I complete 
the act myself in the same manner because of a history of reinforcement.  The Verbal Behavior 
Development Theory (VBDT) argues that the correspondence itself acquires direct 
reinforcement. 
Emulation 
Emulation has come to be used to refer to processes more diverse than is the case for 
imitation (Byrne, 2002).  In the psychological literature, there are three main forms of emulation: 
object movement re-enactment, end-state emulation, and affordance learning.  By Huang and 
Chaman (2005) definitions, end-state emulation is the presence of an end result, the end goal, 
motivates the observer to reproduce the end result without completing (imitating) the steps 
necessary to achieve the goal.  In contrast, object movement emulation, an observer sees an 
object or its parts move, and that movement leads to main outcome (Huang & Chaman, 2005). In 
Tomasello’s (1990) definition of emulation, affordance learning, learning about the environment 




chimpanzees.  The chimpanzees were exposed to either: a) a tool used by another chimpanzee in 
one of two specific ways to retrieve food; or b) another chimpanzee not using the tool 
(Tomasello, Davis-DaSilva, Camak, & Bard, 1987).  Their results demonstrated that the younger 
chimpanzees (4-6 years) were able to use the tool to get the food but did not use the same 
method as the other chimpanzee, an imitative act, rather, the findings are suggestive of emulation 
because the observing chimpanzees learnt the affordance of the tool, it could be used to access 
the food but did not need to be used in the same manner (Tomasello et al., 1987).   
Emulation in Experimental and Applied Human (TD) and Animal Research 
There is growing evidence in the literature that children in their second year of life can 
emit emulative behaviors (Gergely, Bekkering, & Kiraly, 2002; Huang et al., 2002; Thompson & 
Russell, 2004).  There are several ways in which emulation skills are tested with animals and 
humans.  The literature suggests that older methods of testing animals for emulation are too rigid 
for use with children; therefore, researchers from all areas of study test for the presence of 
emulation using testing devices that use: a) irrelevant actions and unintentional actions; b) end-
state and ghost conditions; and c) mirror neurons.   
Irrelevant actions and unintentional actions.  Meltzoff (1995) developed a testing 
methodology called the failed attempt after his research in imitation skills.  The original study 
included two experimental conditions and two controls.  They were: a) a full demonstration; b) a 
failed attempt, in which an adult tried but failed to complete the task; c) a control with no 
demonstration; and d) a manipulation control in which the adult manipulated the target object as 
a control (Meltzoff, 1995).  The participants were 18-month olds and those participants in the 
control conditions failed to imitate the behaviors, but those in the two experimental conditions 




failed attempt group “did not re-enact what the adult literally did, but rather what he intended to 
do” (p. 846) and thus infants as young as 18-months were capable of emulative behavior.   
Bellagamba and Tomasello (1999) replicated Meltzoff’s (1995) experiment with 12- and 
18-month olds.  Their findings replicated those of Meltzoff (1995) in that 18-month olds were 
able to complete tasks using emulative behaviors; however, 12-month olds were able to complete 
one of two conditions.  They were unable to successfully complete the task during the fail 
attempt condition; however, they were able to complete the task during the full demonstration 
condition, which is a condition that relies on imitation skills.  The results suggest that 12-month 
olds are imitators (as provided by the literature regarding imitation) and the emulative skills have 
not yet been developed (Bellagamba & Tomasello, 1999) suggesting that emulation is a higher 
order skill and a possibly a developmental cusp. 
Similarly, Huang, Heyes, and Charman (2002) replicated the studies of Meltzoff (1995) 
and Bellagamba and Tomasello (1999) and added a third experimental condition, an emulation 
condition.  In the emulation condition participants were shown each object, total of five objects 
replicated from Meltzoff (1995) study, one at a time for 10 s.  Just before the demonstrator began 
the demonstration a screen was lowered between the object and the participant so that the 
participant could not see the object anymore.  Ten seconds later the screen was raised and 
participants saw the final end-state (Huang et al., 2002).  Results replicated the findings of 
Meltzoff (1995) and Bellagamba and Tomasello (1999) and showed that the majority of 
participants were successful in completing the task during the emulation condition across all five 
objects, supporting evidence that children are in fact emulators (Huang et al., 1999).   
Furthermore, Gregely et al. (2002) replicated Meltzoff’s (1988a) four phase design from 




use the same testing conditions as the imitative experiments so they could account for 
methodological variations between the research conducted between the imitation and emulation 
research.  The additional testing condition in Gregely and colleague’s study consisted of the 
experimenter demonstrating the target actions after the participants observed the experimenter 
complete an action, in this experiment she wrapped herself in a blanket.  This condition provided 
the participants with a reason why the experimenter pressed the light with her head instead of her 
hands, her hands were occupied with the blanket.  Similar to Meltzoff’s study, the majority, 69%, 
of the 14-month olds who observed the target action demonstrated by the experimenter with her 
hands free and by her side copied the experimenters behaviors, they activated the light by 
emitting the target action, pressing the button with their head (Gergely et al., 2002).  In contrast, 
only 21% of the participants who observed the experimenter in the other testing condition (hands 
were occupied with the blanket) emitted an imitative behavior, using their head to activate the 
light.  Instead, 79% of the participants who observed the experimenter’s hands occupied 
activated the light by pressing the button by their own behavioral means, pressing with their hand 
(Gergely et al., 2002).  In the second testing condition, participants emulated rather than imitated 
the experimenter.   
Furthermore, Call, Carpenter and Tomasello (2005) tested for emulation in chimpanzees 
and 2.5-year-old human children.  Participants were divided into four groups that had different 
testing conditions.  The results demonstrated that the chimpanzees reproduced the outcome in 
various ways across all four conditions, while the human children imitated  in only the 
demonstration conditions (Call et al., 2005).  Horner and Whiten (2005) found similar results to 
Call et al., (2005) when studying chimpanzees and 3- and 4-year old TD children.  The human 




with a tool (i.e. banging the rake on the ground) and then used the tool to perform a relevant 
action (i.e. using the prongs in the rake) to retrieve a reward from either a transparent box or an 
opaque box.  For both chimpanzee and human children, the first action was considered irrelevant 
to gaining the reward when the box was transparent; however, it was not considered irrelevant 
with the opaque box (Horner & Whiten, 2005).  That is, if the observers were unable to see the 
through the box they did not know if banging the rake was relevant or irrelevant.  The boxes in 
Horner and Whiten (2005) study were presented to participants in a counterbalanced way: either 
the transparent box first followed by the opaque box or vise versa. Results showed that children 
performed the irrelevant action with both boxes no matter the order of presentation; whereas, 
chimpanzees did not perform the irrelevant action when shown the transparent box first but did 
when the opaque box was first in the presentation sequence (Horner & Whiten, 2005).  The 
results suggest that children imitated under all conditions when tested immediately on tool use 
and that they were not influenced by the available information (Horner & Whiten, 2005).   
Carptener et al., (2005) tested 12-month-old children and 18-month old children for 
emulation using a sequence of play activities which varied from the other emulation research in 
the task that was used.  In Carptener et al., (2005) the participants were shown a sequence of play 
events and then a probe trial was used to determine whether they would imitate the play 
sequence or emit a different response, defined as emulation.  The results demonstrated that the 
children did not emit the entire play sequence, imitation, however, they produced the end of the 
same final product by finding their own means to get there, thus demonstrating end-state 
emulation (Carpenter et al., 2005), which provides further evidence that children are emulators 




Nielsen (2006) investigated imitative and emulative skills in 12-, 18- and 24-month old 
TD children.  His studies consisted of three small experiments.  In Experiment I, 12-month old 
participants who observed a model use an object to open the boxes did not imitate the 
experimenter, instead they used their own behavioral methods to open the boxes and obtain the 
prize.  In contrast, 18- and 24-month old participants copied the experimenter’s object use, with 
the 24-month old participants emitting the most frequent imitation (Nielsen, 2006).  However, in 
Experiment II, 12-month old participants imitated the experimenters when given a reason, for 
example, hands were occupied.  Finally, in Experiment III, the experimenters interacted with the 
participants during the observation period.  The results demonstrated that 18-month old 
participants were more likely to imitate the actions of the experimenter when the experimenter 
acted in an engaging manner rather than pay sole attention to the apparatus (Nielsen, 2006).  In 
contrast, the 24-month old participants imitated the actions of the experimenter equally in both 
conditions, experimenter engaged with them or not.  The results of all three experiments show  
that 12-month old children can engage in both emulation and imitation and are more likely to use 
their own means to reach the end-goals unless a rational reason to do so another way is 
presented.  Nielson’s (2006) study also revealed that 2-year olds are more likely to imitate than 
emulate.  
In the above mentioned studies, all experimenters used a ‘warm up’ period of up to 10 m 
where the participants were said be warmed up to the experimenter, as the imitation literature 
suggests that children tend to emit behaviors in front of people they are familiar with versus 
strangers.  Rothstein (2010) tested for the presence of emulation in typically developing toddlers.  
Her study analyzed the performance of typically developing  2-year-old children who were 




testing.  The results demonstrated that habituated 2-year-olds emulated, while non-habituated 2-
year olds did not,  contrary to previous research that found otherwise (Call et al., 2005; Huang et 
al., 2006; Nagell, Olguin, & Tomasello, 1993; Tomasello, Savage-Rumbaugh, & Kruger, 1993, 
Whiten et al., 2004).  Furthermore, Rothstein (2010) used a “trial-and-error” treatment package 
for participants that did not demonstrate emulative behaviors.  Results demonstrated that the 
“trial-and-error” treatment package successfully induced emulation in those participants who did 
not demonstrate the behavior  before.   Rothstein’s (2010) study differed from previous research 
in the following ways: habituation, testing environment, lack of a model, and novel tests.  In 
previous studies, researchers only used a 10 m warm up period where the child was to become 
familiar with the experimenter.  Rothstein’s study warm up phase was longer in duration and 
thus the children were said to be habituated to the experimenter.  The second difference was the 
testing environment.  In previous studies, the experiments took place in locations that were 
unfamiliar to the participants.  Rothstein (2010) used the participant’s homes as the testing 
environments.  Thirdly, previous research on emulation always provided a model demonstration 
prior to testing immediately after the model.  This setup may have caused participants to imitate 
rather than emulate because children from infancy received reinforcement for imitative responses 
immediately following a model.  In Rothstein’s study, she did not emit any behaviors on how to 
solve the task, instead, the participants were shown the very last step, the retrieval of the hidden 
item and not the process to get there.  This was labeled as the ‘trial and error’ phase.  The last 
difference was the presentation of novel tasks.  Once the participants emitted behaviors that 
varied and they were able to retrieve the item they were then given puzzle boxes in which they 




End-state and ghost testing conditions.  One way of testing directly whether emulation 
rather than imitation is involved is the ghost experiment.  To date, ghost display conditions have 
been employed with humans, nonhuman primates, rats, and birds.  The handful of existing 
studies is reviewed in Hopper, Spiteri, Lambeth, Schapiro, Horner, and Whiten (2007).  The 
underlying logic is exemplified by Tomasello (1998) “if a mother chimpanzee rolls a log and 
eats the insects underneath, her child will very likely follow suit…(but) the youngster would 
have learned the same thing if the wind, rather than the mother, had caused the log to roll over 
and expose the ants” (p. 29), suggesting that there is no social context with chimpanzees, which 
is in contrast to the imitation literature that suggests there is a social context to emitting the 
imitative behaviors (Learmonth et al., 2005). 
One can experimentally create this impersonal kind of scenario by replacing the model 
with some hidden “ghostly” means by making the objects of interest do what they would if the 
model were moving them.  Thompson and Russell (2004) presented 14- to 26-month old children 
with one of two apparatuses with either an adult demonstration or a ghost condition.  In the first 
condition the participant had to push a mat away from them, to move a toy towards them.  This 
action was created by a hidden pulley system under the table which moved the toy.  Similarly, in 
the second condition, a toy was placed on one mat and to retrieve it, the participants had to pull 
an adjacent mat towards them which, also using a hidden pulley mechanism, caused the mat with 
the toy on it to move forward within reach of the child (Thompson & Russell, 2004).  Results 
demonstrated that in both conditions, which tested immediately, the adult demonstration 
produced greater number of retrieved acts than in the baseline and ghost-condition (Thompson & 




Another study that used the ghost-condition with children was conducted by Tennie, Call, 
and Tomasello (2006).  Participants, aged 12-, 18- and 24-month olds, were presented with a box 
with a hinged door that could be opened by either pushing or pulling to retrieve a reward.  The 
participants were shown how to open the box, using one of the two methods, either by an adult 
demonstrator or by a ghost-condition (i.e. a string pulled the lid) and then tested immediately 
following the observation (Tennie et al., 2006).  An age difference was demonstrated with those 
participants aged 24-months matched both demonstration forms, those aged 18-month olds only 
matched the adult demonstration while the 12-month old did not match in either demonstration 
(Tennie et al., 2006).   
Hopper, Spiteri, Lambeth, Schaprio, Horner & Whiten (2007) used ghost-condition 
emulation testing to test for the presence of emulation with chimpanzees, as chimpanzees are 
considered emulators and humans as imitators.  Their experiment used fishing line to discretely 
pull an obstacle in panpipes up, releasing the food with no chimpanzee model present.  In a 
second ghost condition, the stick tool was also attached, so that it moved up as if a ghostly agent 
were lifting it.  If chimpanzees are emulators, it is precisely these aspects of the scene they 
should attend to and learn from.  Hopper et al., (2007) focused on the lift technique because 
chimpanzees in previous studies only acquired this technique after watching a chimpanzee model 
(Hopper et al., 2007). 
Not one chimpanzee in the above experiment learned from the ghost demonstrations.  
Such results question whether chimpanzees are principally or exclusively emulators, rather than 
imitators.  Thorndike (1898) defined imitation as “learning to do an act from seeing it done” (p. 
50).  This is exactly what the ghost experiments implies that the chimpanzees do – learn an act 




However, another ghost experiment revealed different results.  In this study, the scenario 
observed was much simpler.  In this, Klein and Zentall (2003) had provided one condition in 
which pigeons watched a conspecific slide a small panel to left or right to gain food, a ghost 
condition in which the panel moved with no model present.  In an additional condition, the panel 
likewise moved automatically but a pigeon model was present but merely fed on the food 
released and did not push the panel.  In this study, pigeons showed strong evidence of copying in 
the active model condition and pushed the door in the direction they had seen it move in the 
ghost condition.  Klein and Zentall (2003) conclude emulation learning was at work.   
Hopper, Lambeth, Schaprio, and Whiten (2008) replicated Klein and Zentall study with 
chimpanzees and children.  Harper et al., (2008) found three major findings.  First, in the 
chimpanzee model condition, subjects matched the direction of the model’s pushing in 99% of 
the trials and children matched the direction 100% in this condition.  In the ghost condition, both 
children and chimpanzees initially showed a significant tendency to match the direction of the 
final movement.  However, in further trials, chimpanzees, but not children, tended to explore 
pushing in both direction and no longer showed matching to what they had seen.  The third and 
final result is that in the condition where the panel moved automatically but the conspecific 
model was passive, children unlike chimpanzees and pigeons, copied the active model and not 
the conspecific (Hopper et al., 2008).  The results of these ghost experiments have thus generated 
several implications for the nature of imitative and emulative behaviors of chimpanzees and 
children’s learning.   
In sum, the above literature provides supporting evidence that chimpanzees, as well as 
children, are emulators.  In these above mentioned studies the researchers all focused on testing 




tested. Children, when tested immediately after a demonstration, may find it easier to produce 
the actions observed and since imitation is heavily reinforced in children from a very young age, 
they are therefore, more likely to imitate rather than emulate in immediate testing conditions.  
However, if there was a delay between the model demonstrating the actions and children having 
the opportunity to copy them, then perhaps the delay between the testing intervals may shift the 
reinforcement from the see-do correspondence and the motivation to emit imitative behaviors to 
demonstrate connectedness to the experimenter and lead them to emulate, motivation for 
completing the tasks themselves.  
Emulation and Experimental Testing in ASD Children 
The research and literature regarding emulation and children with ASD is limited to date.  
Some research has emerged with growing interest in ASD and their deficits with imitation.  
McIntosh, Reichmann-Decker, Winkielman, and Wilbarger (2006) used electromyography to 
record facial muscles and obtain measures on facial imitation with adults with ASD, as 
previously mentioned in the imitation literature section above.  Their results are significant for 
the emulation research because they found that adults with ASD did not show automatic 
imitation of emotional facial expressions, but TD adults did.  However, both groups, ASD and 
TD adults, showed the same mean responses when explicitly instructed to copy the expression 
they saw in the stimulus pictures (McIntosh et al., 2006).  In sum, the ASD adults failed to 
imitate the facial expressions when no instruction was given; however, but could imitate the 
target facial expressions when the goal was set for them.   
As discussed above, Hobson and Lee (1999) examined the imitation of both style and 
goal of a novel action with children with ASD.  Hobson and Lee (1999) found that children with 




but did not imitate the style or manner in which the action was performed, suggesting that the 
participants emulated the experimenter, but did not imitate the precise style of the action 
(Hobson & Lee, 1999).   
Emulation and ASD Children: Neurological Evidence 
Abnormal brain activity has been reported in children with ASD during tasks involving 
imitation of emotional facial expressions (Dapretto  et al., 2006).  Looking over the research in 
imitation and emulation literature we can see similarities between the ones in which the children 
with ASD pass, and the ones in which they fail to imitate.  ASD children show normal brain 
activity on imitation tasks which involve a goal or object and the children emit a emulative 
response, they achieve the end goal but find their own behavioral strategies to get there, thus they 
fail on imitation; however, the MNS shows normal activity for end-goal emulation (Hamilton, 
2008).   
Hamilton (2008) tested a behavior study of MNS function in autism in order to assess 
goal emulation.  He used 25 participants who were diagnosed as ASD, ranging in verbal mental 
age from 4 to 6 months, as well as a control group of 31 TD children who matched in verbal 
mental age.  The results showed that participants with ASD had deficits on theory of mind tasks; 
however, on goal-directed imitation task, ASD participants emitted just the same as TD children.  
Both groups of children emulated the demonstrator’s goal  in the goal-directed tasks, but failed to 
use the correct hand.  This failure to use the correct hand produced an emulation response; 
however, if they used the same hand this would have been scored as imitation and not emulation 
(Hamilton, 2008).   
In sum, there is beginning evidence to support the notion that children with ASD do not 




otherwise.  Simply, these children with ASD are emitting emulation behaviors, which the 
imitation literature fails to state.  Emulation is a higher order skill and requires the understanding 
and intention of the end-goal rather than the process of getting there.  Although more research 
needs to be conducted in MNS and ASD with emulation skills there is one research study, as 
listed above, that children with ASD are emulators.  
Sources of Reinforcement for Emulation 
For end-state emulation the source of reinforcement is the successful completion of the 
task that produced the same end-result.  The individual puts forth effort to create the target 
product and engages in trial and error learning that is reinforced and therefore, more likely to 
occur again the future.  For example, a child builds a car out of Lego blocks by viewing the 
picture of the car on the box, the creation of the car is likely to be reinforced by the final product 
and the individual is more likely to build more cars in the future.  The reinforcement is the 
correspondence between the finished product and the process involved in producing it (Du & 
Greer, 2014). 
Rationale and Purpose of the Study 
Imitation involves replicating the specific actions performed by the model to produce the 
model’s goal (Whiten & Ham, 1992).  In contrast, emulation involves bringing about the model’s 
goal or physical outcome (Tomasello, 1990).  Previous studies (Call et al., 2005; Nagel et al., 
1993; Tennie, Call, & Tomasello, 2006; Tomasello et al., 1993; Whiten et al., 2006) have tested 
for emulation in typically developing children (from ages 12 months to 4 years old) and found 
that the participants did not emulate.  In contrast, as evidence by Rothstein (2010) children do in 
fact emulate when they are habituated to the experimenter.  However, none of the research 




demonstrator and the testing trial.  In addition, the delayed imitation studies with ASD have 
conflicting results based on methodological flaw, prompted versus non-prompted delayed testing 
conditions.  Therefore, building upon Rothstein’s (2010) study, I compared two testing 
conditions, immediate and delayed, with 3- and 4- year olds to determine whether they initially 
imitated and naturally progressed towards emulation given the delay, recording and reporting 
data on whether TD and/or ASD imitate or emulate given the immediate and delayed testing 
condition.   
Research Questions for Experiment 1 
The purpose of the research was to test whether preschool aged students would emit an 
emulated response given a time delay.  I sought to answer the following research question: Do 
typically developing children and children with developmental disabilities up to the age of 4 
years old emulate under delayed testing conditions (up to one week) and emit imitative behaviors 

















 This experiment differs significantly from previous studies because it adds the 
component of a delayed testing condition and habituation.  In the experiment presented below a 
comparison design with two testing intervals was implemented to test the effects of imitation and 
emulation involving end-goal intentions with preschool students diagnosed with developmental 
delays and typically developing. Experiment I was first conducted to test whether preschool aged 
participants, typically developing and developmentally delayed, emulated in immediate and 
delayed testing conditions. 
Participants 
 Twenty preschoolers (n=10 TD and n=10 DD), three females and 17 males, diagnosed 
with developmental delays and typically developing participated in the experiment.  The 
participants were assigned to one of two groups based on their classification, typical or 
developmentally delayed.  At the onset of the experiment, their ages ranged from 3-years-old to 
4-years-old and the two groups were matched on chronological age only.  The participants in 
Experiment I were a sample of preschool students diagnosed with developmental disabilities and 
typically developing.  Classroom performance and standardized test scores on their Individual 
Education Plan (IEP) suggested that participants were developmentally delayed for Group B.  
Prior to the onset of the experiments participants were being taught curricular objectives across 
academic, communication, community of reinforcers, self-management, and physical 
development repertoires.  Tables 1 and 2 feature detailed descriptions of the participants and 




classified and described as typically developing, whereas, participants in Group B were 
educationally classified as pre-schoolers with a disability, including autism.   
 All participants were selected from a pool of their preschool peers who attended the same 
privately run, publicly funded preschool for children with and without disabilities.  The 
preschool was located in a suburban area 10 miles outside of a major metropolitan city and it 
served children from nearby school districts.  Children diagnosed with developmental disabilities 
were referred to the preschool by their local school districts.  The preschool housed 14 
classrooms of varying student-to-teacher-to teaching assistant ratios and student levels of verbal 
behavior.  The duration of the school day was five hours for all students.  The preschool 
employed a behavior analytic approach to instruction, curriculum design, interventions, staff 
training, and management, as well as a parent training.  It followed the Comprehensive 
Application of Behavior Analysis to Schooling (CABAS®) model of education (Greer, 2002). 
 All students in the preschool were assessed with the CABAS® International Curriculum 
and Inventory of Repertoire for Children from Pre-School through Kindergarten (C-PIRK) 
(Greer & McCorkle, 2009) as well as the Verbal Behavior Development Assessment (VBD) 
(Greer, 2004).  These assessment tools are employed at the onset of the students’ enrollment and 
throughout the school year to determine student repertoires, skill deficits, and levels of verbal 
behavior in order to design individualized curricular target goals.  
  The students were selected to participate in this experiment because prior to onset of the 
experiment they: 1) were 3-years-old or older, 2) no instructional history with the material being 
used, and 3) they had generalized imitation (GI) and gross motor imitation (GMI) in repertoire, 




There was no significant difference in age between children with DD and typically 
developing, t (18) = .000, p > .001, see Table 3.  Children with DD did not vary (M = 3.80 years, 
SD = .422) from TD children (and M = 3.80 years, SD = .422) with regards to age.   
The research gave each participant a score of 1 through 4 based on their level of verbal 
behavior, since the control of cognitive functioning was out of the capacity for this experiment.  
For every verbal developmental capability present at the onset of the study 1 point was assigned 
(i.e., generalized imitation, Naming, and observational learning).  Naming equated to 2 points, 1 
point for the listener half and 1 point for the speaker half.  An independent samples t-test was 
used to determine if there was a statistical difference between the level of verbal behavior and 
the two groups, TD and ASD.  There was a significant difference between participants with DD 
and TD in terms of their level of verbal behavior, t (8) = 4.714, p = .001.  Participants with DD 
had lower levels of verbal behavior (M = 2.90, SD = 0.738) compared to TD participants (M = 
4.00, SD = 0.000), Table 4. 
Since there was a slight significant difference in the level of verbal behavior a One-way 
ANCOVA was conducted to determine whether there was a statistically significant difference 
between TD and DD groups controlling for level of verbal behavior.  The results of the analysis 
indicate there was a statistically significant difference between the groups when adjusted for the 










Participant Descriptions Onset of Experiment I Typically Developing 
 
Table 2 




T-test Results Comparing Ages Between the Typically Developing and Developmental Disorder 
Groups  
                                    TD                                DD                                 t-test 
 M SD M SD t-value P 
Age (years) 3.80 .422 3.80 .422 .000 1.000 





T-test Results Comparing Level of Verbal Behavior between the Typically Developing and 
Developmental Disorder Groups  
                                    TD                                DD                                 t-test 






2.90 .738 4.714 .001 
TD: typically developing, DD: developmental disorder, M: mean, SD: standard deviation 
 
Table 5 
Results of ANCOVA Controlling for Level of Verbal Behavior between the Two Participant 
Groups 





Corrected Model 2.763 1 2.763 22.224 .000 
Intercept 4.385 1 4.385 35.277 .000 
Vb 2.763 1 2.763 22.224 .000 
Error 2.237 18    
Total 10.000 20    
Corrected Total 5.000 19    
R Squared = .553  (Adjusted R Squared = .528) 
Setting 
The experiment took place in a small room located within a school.  The room was 
furnished with a small table and two child sized chairs.  The room was isolated from the other 
participants and had two doors.  One leading into the school hallway and the other door leading 
outside to a parking lot. 
 During both observational conditions, the experimenter sat directly beside the participant 
at the same height as the participant at the small table.  Either a video recording device or second 





 The apparatuses that were used in the first experiments were items that emitted a visual 
or auditory stimulus upon the ignition of the switch.  A brief description of each apparatuses is 
described below. 
1. Button 
a. 3 inch by 3 inch Black and Decker press button – when the button is pressed it 
activates a white light.  The apparatus is silver on the bottom and a transparent 
plastic cover over the light. The transparent plastic cover acts as the button 
that activates the light. 
2. Light 
a. Desk lamp that was activated by pressing a button when plugged into a 
regular light socket; however, this lamp was plugged into a sound motion 
outlet that was attached to the regular outlet (i.e. clap on/clap off device).  
Pressing the regular button or clapping twice could activate the light.   
 
3. Bell Switch 
a. 1 inch by ¼ inch white rectangular button – when the button is pressed it 
activates a bell sound which is a 5 inch by 5 inch white door bell hidden out of 
view. 
Dependent Variable and Response Definitions 
 The dependent variable was the behaviors emitted by the participants during the test 




observational condition and no feedback or consequences were provided.  Participant’s behaviors 
were defined as imitation, emulation, no response, or other behavior. 
 Imitation is defined as the point-to-point correspondence between the participant’s action 
and the experimenter’s actions, the duplication of another person’s behavior (Whiten & Ham, 
1992).  Emulation is defined as the duplication of the outcome or products of the behavior and 
does not involve imitating or emitting the exact movements presented by the model; rather, it 
involves producing what the model’s movements resulted in (Tomasello, 1999).  No response is 
defined as the participant not emitting any behavior within the 5 s of the presentation of the item.  
This includes sitting still, walking away, looking around the room.  Other behavior is defined as 
the participants emitting any other behavior with the materials but that does not imitate or 
emulate the end goal.  This includes but not limited to using the item as a hat or playing cars with 
the item. 
Independent Variable and Response Definitions 
 The independent variable was the test interval following the observational session for 
both TD and DD groups.  Prior to the observational session, the experimenter ensured that the 
participants were attending to her and the task on the table.  Once the experimenter had the 
participant’s attention, she modeled the behavior of turning the bell sound on with her elbow 
(Task C) or turning the light on by clapping twice (Task B), or pressed the light button with her 
forehead (Task A). 
 An imitation response was operationally defined as the participant emitting the motor 
action that matched the experimenter’s model within 5 s, turning the light on and off with their 
head.  The action emitted by the participant had to be an exact point-to-correspondence with the 




operationally defined as the participant emitting a motor action that results in the same outcome 
as the experimenters, the light was turned on and off.  This included pressing the light with their 
hands to turn it on and then off.  No feedback or consequences were delivered for any participant 
in either conditions.   
Design 
 A mixed between within design was used with testing interval as the independent 
variable (immediate and delayed conditions).  This design was used to test the hypothesis that 
children tested immediately on imitation tasks would imitate, whereas those tested after a delay 
on the same task would emulate. 
Sequence of Experimental Procedures.  The sequence of the design is shown in Figure 
1.  First, participants were selected based on levels of verbal behavior and repertoires and then 
assigned to one of two groups, Group A (typically developing) or Group B (autism spectrum 
disorder).  Second, all participants were put into the observational condition which 
counterbalanced the tasks across groups, see procedure for details of this.  If participants were in 
the TD group (Group A) they observed Task A first and if participants were in the DD group 
(Group B) they observed Task B first.  After all participants had completed the immediate and 
delayed condition with the same apparatus, they were presented with the next apparatus, as 
shown in Figure 1.  
Procedure 
 The experimenter and the participant sat side by side at a small table.  For Task A, the 
button was placed between the experimenter and participant.  The experimenter got the 
participants attention by stating “watch”.  While the participant observed the experimenter, she 




demonstration was presented only once.  For Task B, the desk light was placed between the 
experimenter and the participant.  The experimenter got the participants attention by saying 
“watch”.  While the participant observed the experimenter had both hands visible on top of the 
tabletop and she clapped her hands twice to turn on the light.  For Task C, the bell was placed 
between the participant and the experimenter.  The experimenter got the attention of the 
participant and while both hands visible on top of the table, instructed the participant to “watch” 
and turned on the light using her right elbow.   
In the testing interval of the immediate condition, the experimenter then said “here you 
go” immediately after the observational condition, which acted as a prompt for a response.  The 
experimenter coded the participants’ response on a data recording sheet.  The testing interval was 
over when the participants emitted a response or an elapsed time of 5 s of no response or other 
behavior was observed.   
In the delayed condition the participants were brought back in the experimental room a 
week later and the apparatus that they had observed in the immediate testing condition was 
present on the table between the participant and the experimenter.  The experimenter did not 
model how to use the item, as she did in the previous condition, she simply said “here you go” or 
“your turn”.  The testing interval took place five to six days later.  As in the immediate condition, 
the experimenter and participant sat side by side with the task between them.  The testing 
interval was over when the participants emitted a response or 5 s elapsed time or no response or 






















Figure 1. Sequence of Experimental Design for Experiment I. 
Data Collection 
 All data were collected in a 1:1 setting (i.e., one participant and one teacher/teaching 
assistant) while the other students in the classroom were engaged in instruction with the 
classroom teacher or teaching assistants.  Data were collected on responses to test trials in both 
conditions, immediate and delayed. A data collection form consisting of all 20 participants in 
their corresponding group was used to record the behavior emitted by the participant in the 




number was recorded by the experimenter as either 0 = imitation, 1 = emulation, 2  = no 
response or 3 = other behavior.  Data was later transferred to Excel for graphing purposes. 
Interobserver Agreement  
 A video recording device, or a second experimenter was present at the time of each 
observational condition and testing interval.  Interobserver agreement (IOA) on each participant 
responding was assessed while the second experimenter independently collected data on the 
participants’ responding.  Point-by-point interobserver agreement was calculated by dividing the 
number of agreements by the total number of agreements and disagreements and multiplying by 
100% (Cooper, Heron, &Heward, 2007).  Refer to Table 6 for IOA results. 
Table 6 
The Percent of Sessions and Range of Interobserver Agreement For All Participants in Both 
Groups 
Typically Developing Group 













































Autism Spectrum Disorder Group 



















































 The participant’s behaviors during testing intervals were coded based on their behavior.  
Their performance behavior was recorded as either imitation, emulation, no response or other 
behavior.  Table 7 represents the results found for Experiment I.   
The TD group was presented with Task A first and in the immediate condition 100% of 
the participants (10 out of 10) imitated the actions of the experimenter.  However, when 
presented with the task one week later  0% of the participants imitated the observed behavior 
from a week ago (0 out of 10) while 100% of the participants (10 out of 10) emulated, that is 
they ended up with the same end result by another means, Table 7. 
The DD group was presented with Task B first and 100% of the participants (10 out of 
10) imitated the actions of the experimenter in the immediate condition.  However, when 
presented with the task one week later, 60% of the participants (6 out of 10) imitated the actions 
observed a week ago while 40% emulated, created the end-state product, Table 7 Delayed 
Testing Task B. 
After the completion of the delayed condition TD group was given Task B.  100% of the 
participants imitated the actions of the experimenter in the immediate test interval, whereas, a 
week later 10% (1 out of 10) imitated the actions shown prior and 90% (9 out of 10) found other 
means to turn on the light (emulation), Table 7. 
As with the TD, the DD group was given the second task after the completion of the 
delayed condition, Task C.  100% of the participants imitated the actions of the experimenter 
immediately following the presentation of the bell.  70% of the participants (7 out of 10) imitated 
the actions a week later and 30% of the participants (3 out of 10) found another way to ring the 






Each  participant’s results for Task A, B and C during immediate and delayed testing intervals  
  
 TD group was presented with the final task (Task C) and 100% of the participants 
imitated the experimenter’s actions to ring the bell in the immediate testing condition.  However, 
during the one week follow up, 10% of the participants (1 out of 10) imitated the experimenters 
actions, whereas, 90% of the participants emitted a novel action to ring the door bell (emulation), 
Table 7. 
 The DD group was given their third and final task (Task A) and 100% of the participants 




one week follow up 70% imitated the previous actions demonstrated by the experimenter and 
30% of the participants found a different means to turn the button on (emulation), Table 7. 
Discussion 
The purpose of Experiment I was to test whether preschool aged students would emit an 
emulated response given a time delay. I sought to answer the following research questions: Do 
typically developing children and children with developmental disabilities up to the age of 4-
years-old emulate under delayed testing conditions (up to one week) and imitate in immediate 
testing conditions? 
The difference between the participant’s behavior in the typically developing group, in 
the immediate condition and the delayed conditioned differed significantly.  The majority of the 
participants imitated in the immediate condition but emulated in the delayed condition.  On the 
basis of these data, one may conclude that in the delayed condition children naturally shift to 
emulation when given a time delay.  The source of the reinforcement between the immediate and 
delayed testing conditions shifted.  That is in the immediate condition, children have an 
instructional history with imitating their observer and gaining access to reinforcement; however, 
when given the delay, TD children shift from the reinforcement of seeing and doing to match 
that behavior of the model, to emulation in which the children become motivated to complete the 
end-product and have satisfaction of using their own behaviors to get them there.   
Children with autism, however, demonstrated slightly different results.  Whereas, all 
participants imitated in the immediate condition across all three tasks, only a small percentage 
shifted to emulation during the one week testing interval.  This suggests that children with 
developmental disabilities are still under the control of seeing and doing and missing the cusp of 




 The results of this study are consistent with previous research with imitation being more 
common than emulation in the immediate, short-term conditions.  Bringing children back a week 
later reversed this pattern, with emulation being the predominant form of copying, for the 
typically developing children.  However, for children with developmental disabilities the results 
demonstrate that imitation was still the predominant form of copying given the delay.  This is 
relevant for educational purposes and instructional methods.  
Limitations 
 One limitation to the study was that the task was only presented once during the 
observational condition.  Increasing the observational condition to two or more demonstrations 
may result in different findings.  Another limitation was the simplicity of the tasks.  The 
performance tasks were very simple, and only two means were available to activate the devices.  
More complex tasks that require the use of tools should be investigated.   
Furthermore, another limitation was the number of participants.  The sample size was 
small and the number of tasks was also small.  Including more participants and more tasks may 
be necessary to further support the research.  The fact that there was a significant difference, 
determined by the t-test,  between TD and DD, and their level of verbal behavior, is a limitation 
to the study.  Controlling for this difference would add to the validity of the findings.   
 In addition, another limitation is the use of a vocal prompt during the testing phase in 
both the immediate and delayed condition.  From the imitation literature it has been found that 
when prompted children with autism do not differ significantly from their typically developing 
peers.  The use of the vocal prompt “your turn” and “here you go” may have served to prompt 
the participants to imitate the behaviors of the experimenter.  Prior to the onset of the study, all 




participants were reliably and accurately emitting imitative behaviors and their imitation skills 
were not in question for this study.  
 The final limitation to Experiment I was that neither the participants nor the tasks 
counterbalanced across groups.  Counterbalancing the participants across groups and the tasks 
creating random groups and presentation of apparatuses may have controlled for confounding 
variables, such as determining whether the differences are due to order or diagnoses.   
Rationale for Experiment II 
Given the results of Experiment I participants with developmental disabilities imitated in 
both testing conditions; whereas, typically developing children imitated in the short-term and 
emulated in the long-term, thus supporting further evidence to Rothstein (2010) that typically 
developing children are emulators.  I propose that children with developmental disabilities are 
missing a developmental cusp of emulation.  The results from the typically developing group 
demonstrate that children may naturally shift from imitation to emulation as their form of 
learning progresses and their source of reinforcement shifts from wanting to ‘please’ the 
demonstrator to that of using their own behavioral methods to achieve a goal and motivating 
themselves. The findings add to the growing research that supports children are emulators 
contrary to previous research.  Experiment II will test for the replication from Experiment I 
addressing the limitations of 1) more participants, 2) more testing apparatuses, 3) an added free-
play problem-solving probe, 4) counterbalancing across groups and apparatuses, and 4) the 
removal of the vocal prompt. 
Research Questions for Experiment II 
For Experiment II I sought to answer the following questions: Do typically developing 




Is there a correlation between the duration of time spent in the free-play problem solving 
condition and diagnosis, DD or TD?  Based on the literature and the results from Experiment I, I 
hypothesize that typically developing children will shift to an emulation behavior when given a 
time delay and children with autism will emit imitative behaviors given the time delay.  
Additionally, I hypothesize that there is a difference between the two groups of participants, TD 
and DD, and duration of time spent on solving the puzzle box during the free-play condition, in 
























Participants in this study were recruited through word of mouth and flyers on online 
social media sites such as www.facebook.com.  Ethical approval from the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) Teachers College, Columbia University was received before any advertisement of 
the study was sent to potential participants.  Participants lived in various locations across North 
America – New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Ontario Canada. Table 8 and 9 features a 
description of the participants and their repertoires of skills at the onset of the experiment.  
Potential participants were informed of the associated research including a) purpose of research, 
b) data to be collected, and c) confidentiality related to the reporting of research.  Participation 
was voluntary and withdrawal from the study at any time was permitted without penalty.  After 
viewing some information about the topic posted on Facebook or hearing about the study from 
the experimenter or a friend of the experimenter, parents of potential participants contacted the 
experimenter by email or telephone.  The experimenter then discussed the topic in depth with the 
parents to determine whether the parent was interested in volunteering his/her child as a 
participant.  Out of 52 potential participants whose parents/guardians contacted the experimenter, 
34 participants were selected based on the following criteria 1) were between the ages of 2.5-
years old and 4.5 years-old at onset of study, 2) were classified as typically developing or being 
developmentally delayed, particularly on the autism spectrum, and 3) they had generalized 




Four of the 34 participants dropped out of the study because of scheduling conflicts, making the 
total number of participants 30. 
Group Description.    At the onset of the study all participants ranged in age from 2.5 
years-old to 4.5 years-old and were free from other medical conditions and had no visual or 
hearing impairments.  Each participant in the developmental disorder group had been previously 
diagnosed with an autistic disorder by developmental disability specialists independent of this 
research study.  Due to the challenges of recruiting an appropriate clinical sample of children 
with ASD, the inclusion criteria were fairly broad, ranging from mild to moderate level of 
functioning, so as to retain as many participants with ASD as possible.  In addition, all 
participants in the DD group were receiving some form of therapy (i.e., home services or 
preschool interventions) independent of this research study.   
Inclusion criteria for TD participants were children with a) no formal diagnosis of a 
disorder that could interfere with participation (i.e. ADHD), b) not on a waitlist for assessment 
for the purposes of diagnosis, or c) had not been referred for assessment for the purposes of 
diagnosis.  This information was provided by parent verbal report.   
The final sample consisted of 30 participants, typically developing (n = 15) and 
developmentally delayed (n=15).  The participants were assigned an Arabic number based on the 
order in which consent to participate was given. For example, the first participant to hand in 
consent form was labeled 1, the second participant was given the label 2, the third participant 
was given the label 3, and so forth all the way to 30. If a participant dropped out of the study the 
participants below were all bumped up one Arabic number (i.e. formerly was #15 and #14 






Participant Descriptions Onset of Experiment 2 Typically Developing Group 
 
                
                
                







GMI: gross motor imitation; 
2
OL: observational learning for performance based activities; 
3




ordinal number 1 through 4 based on level of verbal 
behavior (1 point for each capability in repertoire; Naming = 2 points, 1 for listener half and 1 
for speaker half); 
5
Ethnicity: W = Caucasian, H = Hispanic, B = African American, A = Asian 
(including middle eastern). 
 
Table 9 
Participant Descriptions Onset of Experiment 2 Developmentally Delayed Group 
 
                
                
                
1
GMI: gross motor imitation; 
2
OL: observational learning for performance based activities; 
3
List.: listener half of Naming; 
4
TOTAL:  ordinal number 1 through 4 based on level of verbal 
behavior (1 point for each capability in repertoire; Naming = 2 points, 1 for listener half and 1 
for speaker half); 
5
Ethnicity: W = Caucasian, H = Hispanic, B = African American, A = Asian 





Group Differences.  Both groups, the typically developing and developmental disorder 
group, ranged in age from 2.8 through 4.2 years of age; however, the average age for the 
typically developing group as 3.1, whereas, the average age for the developmental disorder group 
was 3.5.  In the typically developing group, four participants were female and 11 were male, 
whereas, in the autistic group there were three females and 12 males.  All 30 participants had 
gross motor imitation and observational learning for performance in repertoire prior to the 
beginning of the study.  Twelve participants in the typically developing group had full Naming; 
only four in the DD demonstrated full Naming.  There was no significant difference in age 
between children with DD and typically developing, t (27) = .400, p = .692, see Table 9.   
Participants were given a score of 1 through 4 based on their level of verbal behavior.  
For every capability present at the onset of the study 1 point was assigned.  Naming equated to 2 
points, 1 point for the listener half and 1 point for the speaker half.  An independent sample t-test 
was used determine if there was a statistical difference between the level of verbal behavior and 
the two groups, TD and DD.  There was a small significant difference between participants with 
DD and TD in terms of their level of verbal behavior, t (28) = 3.347, p = .002.  Participants with 
DD had lower levels of verbal behavior (M = 3.27, SD = 0.458) compared to TD participants (M 
= 3.80, SD = 0.414), Table 11. 
Table 10 
T-test Results Comparing Ages between the Typically Developing and Developmentally Delayed 
Groups  
                                    TD                                DD                                 t-test 
 M SD M SD t-value P 
Age (years) 3.607 .3693 3.547 .4486 .400 .692 








T-test Results Comparing Level of Verbal Behavior between the Typically Developing and 
Developmentally Delayed Groups 
  
                                    TD                                DD                                 t-test 




3.80 .414 3.27 .458 3.347 .002 
TD: typically developing, DD: developmentally delayed, M: mean, SD: standard deviation 
 
Setting 
The experiment took place in each participant’s individual houses, located across North 
America.  Previous studies tested participants in a setting unfamiliar to the participant (Call et al., 
2005; Huang et al., 2006; Nagell et al., 1993; Tomasello et al., 1993; Whiten et al., 2006).  The 
setting may have influenced the performance of the participants, therefore, the specific setting 
for the current study was either conducted in the participant’s bedroom which included a play 
area and a small child size table with two child sized chairs, participant’s living room where the 
coffee table was used, or in the participants play room which also included a small child size 
table with child sized chairs and a designated play area (i.e. carpet).  Each setting varied in the 
physical structure of the room because the experiment was conducted in the participant’s home.  
The setting was free of any distractions (i.e. siblings, pets, or other preferred items); however, 
some parents of the participants remained in the experimental setting and thus provided 
interobserver agreement in some instances.  
During both observational conditions the experimenter sat directly beside the participant 
at the same height as the participant at the small table.  During the free-play observational 
session the experimenter sat on the outside of the designated play area within view of the 





 Six simple items were selected for the delayed condition and six matched immediate 
items were designed and administered as part of a larger study of imitation in autism conducted 
by Rogers and colleagues (2008).  The tasks involved simple means-end actions on objects, 
Table 12, the kinds of tasks that children with autism often have the least difficulty with based on 
previous research studies on imitation and autism.  The delayed imitation tasks were modeled 
from Meltzoff (1988a, 1988b) studies.  Items were matched a priori on motor complexity and 
object properties.  Items from the two testing conditions were counter balanced in randomized 
order using an online randomizer program (www.randomizer.org) to create six sets of materials 
in random order to eliminate order effect, Table 13.  
 One way ANOVA was used after the experiment to determine if there was a significant 
difference between the randomized sets.  There was not a significant difference between sets in 
terms of their total emulation and imitation scores during both testing conditions F(4, 24) = .910, 














Immediate and delayed imitation tasks 
                          Delayed imitation tasks                         Immediate imitation tasks 
1 Sensory light up ball: activate by 
squeezing between two elbows 
Squeak boomerang toy: activate with one 
elbow while object on table 
2 Dumbell (accordion): push 
together, pull apart 
Duplo blocks: pull apart, knock together 
3 Egg shaker: shake to make noise 
between knees 
Maraca: shake to make noise, hold item under 
chin. 
4 Wooden ribbed bottle & stick: rub 
stick up and down the wooden 
bottle, hold stick under chin 
Cowbell and Stick: bang bell with stick, stick 
in mouth 
5 Klacker: rub between the hands 
back and forth quickly 
Drum Sticks: bang on table, hold sticks under 
armpit 




Table Listing Randomized Material Sets and Order of Presentation to Participants 
 Delayed and Immediate Task Rotation 
Set 1 2 5 1 3 6 4  
 
  
Set 2 4 2 3 1 5 6 
Set 3 5 3 2 1 4 6 
Set 4 2 6 3 1 5 4 
Set 5 6 1 4 5 3 2 












ANOVA Results Comparing Material Sets on Emulation and Imitation Scores 
 
 Sum of 
Squares 
df F P 
Emulation        Between Groups 
                         Within Groups 








Imitation          Between Groups 
                         Within Groups 








df: degree of freedom, P: p-value, significant difference 
 
Dependent Variable and Response Definitions 
The dependent variable was the behaviors emitted by the participants during the test 
interval in both conditions, immediate and delayed.  Each participant was given 5 s following the 
observational condition and no feedback or consequences were provided.  Participant’s behaviors 
were defined as imitation or emulation.   
Imitation is defined as the point-to-point correspondence between the participant’s action 
and the experimenter’s actions, the duplication of another person’s behavior (Whiten & Ham, 
1992).  Emulation is defined as the duplication of the outcome or products of the behavior and 
does not involve imitating or emitting the exact movements presented by the model; rather, it 
involves producing what the model’s movements resulted in (Tomasello, 1999).   
Independent Variable and Response Definitions 
The first independent variable was the test interval following the observational session.  
Prior to the observational session, the experimenter ensured that the participants were attending 
to her and the task on the table.  Once the experimenter had the participant’s attention, she 




 An imitation response was operationally defined as the participant emitting the motor 
action that matched the experimenter’s model within 5 s, for example, turning the light on and 
off with their head.  The action emitted by the participant had to be an exact point-to-
correspondence with the experimenter’s action to be marked as I on the data sheet, imitation.  An 
emulation response was operationally defined as the participant emitting a motor action that 
resulted in the same outcome as the experimenters; for example, the light was turned on and off.  
This included pressing the light with their hands to turn it on and then off and was scored a E on 
the data collection sheet.  No feedback or consequences were delivered for any participant in 
either condition, immediate or delayed.   
During the free-play observation sessions the experimenter introduced the puzzle box 
once per session and showed the participant that an edible was hidden inside.  If the participant 
engaged in the puzzle box and attempted to retrieve the edible during a 5 s testing interval (total 
of 60 testing intervals to equal 5 minutes), an X was recorded.  If the participant stopped trying 
to get the edible item out and moved to a different activity at any time during the 5 s a O was 
recorded.   
Design 
A mixed within-between design was used with testing intervals as one independent 
variable, immediate and delayed.  This design was used to test the hypothesis that children tested 
immediately on imitation tasks would imitate, whereas those tested after a delay on the same task 
would emulate.   
Sequence of Experimental Procedures.  The sequence of the design is shown in Figure 
2.  First participants were selected based on the participation criterion, age and level of verbal 




developing or developmentally delayed.  Using www.randomizer.org six sets of the six materials 
were randomly made, as shown in Table 10 above.  In addition, each participant was randomly 
assigned to one of six material set groups to control for sequence effects, Table 15.  
Table 15. 
Table Listing the Randomized Groups of Participants and the Set of Material Order they 
Received for both Delayed and Immediate Testing Conditions 
Set of Materials Participants Randomly Assigned to Receive that Order of Set 
Set 1 6, 18, 15, 12, 1 
Set 2 23, 13, 21, 5, 9 
Set 3 3, 24, 22, 11, 29 
Set 4 4, 16, 8, 10, 30 
Set 5 25, 2, 7, 19, 27 
Set 6 14, 17, 20, 26, 28 
 
 








Once all 30 participants were randomly assigned to one of six material set groups, the 
experimenter went into each participant’s home, in order 1-30.  For the first session, the 
experimenter simply went into each participant’s home and allowed the participants to become 
familiar with her for 30 minutes, the habituation phase.  This habituation phase allowed the 
participants to habituate to the experimenter and the exact activities were different across each 
participant.  The experimenter used whatever the participant was interested in and considered a 
reinforcer to adequately become familiar and be seen as a positive person to each participant.  
This included the use of tickles, playing a favorite board game, taking turns playing video games, 
eating a snack together or arts and crafts session.  Again, each activity varied from participant to 
participant; however, was held constant at 30 mins.  
For the second phase, the experimenter went back to the participant’s home and began 
the delayed testing condition phase.  The latency between the first pairing phase and the second 
phase was anywhere from three days to three months, see limitations section.  The experimenter 
and the participant sat side by side at a small table in the participant’s bedroom or toy room.  For 
each task the item was placed between the experimenter and participant.  The experimenter got 
the participants attention by stating “watch” and then performing three rapid repetitions of the 
target act.  The demonstration was only presented once with the three rapid repetitions of the 
target act.  Immediately following the presentation, the item was removed and the next item was 
placed on the table. This pattern continued until all 6 items were modeled once for the 
participants.  There was no testing interval at this time.   
After the six items were presented and modeled the participant’s were instructed to “let’s 




oreo cookie) in the toy area.  The experimenter sat within 10 feet of the participant where she 
could observe the participants at all times.  A timer was set for 5 m and the experimenter used a 
data collection sheet with 60 5 s interval sections, Appendix C.  The experimenter observed the 
participant in the toy area and recorded their interaction with the puzzle box for the entire 5 m, 
either yes they played or no they did not during the interval.  The session was over when the 5 m 
were up or the participants retrieved the hidden edible.  If the participant left the toy area, they 
were instructed to return to play; however, was not given any prompts to engage with the puzzle 
box.   
Five to seven days later, the experimenter went back to the participant’s home.  The 
experimenter and the participant sat side by side at the table.  The first item in the delayed 
materials set was presented to the participant.  During this time, there was no model on how to 
activate the item or no prompts to engage with the item.  Data was recorded on the 
unconsequated responses of the participants.  After 5 s or the participant emitted a response, the 
item was removed and the next item in the material set was presented.  This sequence continued 
for all six items in the delayed material set. 
Upon the completion of all six items in the delayed material set the experimenter 
presented the first item in the immediate material set.  The experimenter and the participants sat 
side by side at the table with the item in the middle.  The experimenter modeled how to activate 
the item performing three rapid repetitions of the target act before removing the item and 
demonstrating an action with the next item.  This continued for all six items in the set.  Upon 
completion of the sixth item, the first item of the set was brought back to the table and placed 
between the experimenter and the participant.   No verbal prompts were given to engage with the 




condition.  After 5 s or the participant’s emitted a response, the item was removed and the next 
item was presented and data was recorded.  This sequence continued for all six items in the 
immediate materials set.   
Data Collection 
A data collection form consisting of all 30 participants in their corresponding group was 
used to record the behavior emitted by the participant in the testing intervals and in the free play 
condition.  The experimenter recorded data in situ as accurately as possible during her live 
session with each participant.  Following each testing interval, for both conditions, a code was 
recorded by the experimenter as either I = imitation and E = emulation, Appendix B.  Data was 
later transferred to Excel for graphing purposes.   
For the free play condition, the number of whole intervals engaged with the puzzle box 
was recorded on the same data collection sheet as the testing condition was recorded.   There was 
a total possible score of 60 out of 60, Appendix C. 
Interobserver Agreement 
Interobserver agreement (IOA) was collected by the parents of the participants during in 
situ testing conditions.  Parents were given a brief overview of the behaviors they were looking 
to observe and how to record data, either an “I” for imitation or “E” for emulation.  Parents sat 
within view of the participants behaviors and recorded on an independent sheet the participant’s 
behaviors.  Parent’s conducting IOA were not shown the experimenters data collection sheet. 
The IOA forms were compared and IOA was calculated by dividing the number of agreed upon 
behaviors by the number of disagreed behaviors multiply by 100.  For the typically developing 




accuracy.  For the developmental disorder group, 40% of the participants’ testing conditions 
were observed for IOA with 100% accuracy.   
IOA was also collected by the parents of the participants during the free-play testing 
condition.  Parents were given a brief overview of the behaviors they were looking to observe, 
playing with the puzzle box (X) or not playing with the puzzle box (O).  Parents sat within view 
of the participants and recorded on an independent sheet from the experimenter.  Thirty-three 
percent of the free play sessions for the typically developing group were scored.  An average 
agreement of 90% was calculated, range 81-97%.  For the developmental disorder, 40% of the 
free play sessions were scored.  An average IOA score of 97% was calculated, with a range of 
88-100%.   
Results 
The participant’s behaviors during testing intervals were coded based on their behavior.  
Their performance behavior was recorded as either imitation (I), score of 0 or emulation (E), 
score of 1.  Table 16 represents the results found for Experiment II. 
There is a significant difference between children with DD and TD in terms of the total 
number of imitation responses during the delayed testing condition, t (17) = -7.361, p < .001.  
Children with DD were significantly more likely to use imitation (M = 4.87, SD = 2.23) 
compared to TD children (M = .40, SD = .74), Table 17.   
For participants in the TD group, the delayed materials set, 13 participants emitted an 
emulative behavior for the first task, whereas 2 participants imitated the actions of the 
experimenter, Figure 3.  For the second task, 14 participants emitted an emulative behavior and 1 
participant imitated the actions of the experimenter.  The third, fourth and fifth task 14 




imitative behavior.  For the sixth task all 15 participants emitted an emulative behavior in the 
delayed condition, Figure 3.   
In contrast, the DD group during the delayed testing condition emitted mostly imitative 
responses.  For tasks one, two and three only 3 participants emitted an emulative response and 12 
emitted an imitative response.  For task four 4 participants emitted an emulative response and 11 
emitted an imitative response.  For task five and six, 2 participants emitted an emulative response 
and 13 emitted an imitative behavior, Figure 3.   
Six independent t-tests for the delayed materials set was used to determine if there was a 
significant difference between DD and TD children in the delayed testing condition.  For the 
materials in the delayed set all of the materials showed a significant difference between the DD 
and TD group.  Apparatus 1 ball, showed significant difference, t (28) = 4.752, p < .001.  
Children with DD were significantly more likely to use imitation (M = 0.20, SD = .414) than TD 
children (M = 0.87, SD = .352) when using the ball in the delayed testing condition.  Apparatus 
2 and 3, dumbell and egg, had the same statistical differences where t (23) = 5.821, p < .001 and 
children with DD were significantly more likely to use imitation (M 0.20, SD = .414) than TD 
children (M = 0.93, SD = .258).  Similarly, for apparatus 4, bottle, there was a significant 
difference t (22) = 4.913, p < .001.  Children with DD were significantly likely to use imitation 
(M = 0.27, SD = .414) than TD children (M = 0.93, SD = .258).  For apparatus 5, klacker, t (28) 
= 7.099, p < .001.  Children with DD were significantly more likely to use imitation (M = 0.13, 
SD = .352) than TD children (M = 0.93, SD = .258) when using the klacker in the delayed 
testing condition.  The sixth apparatus, light, t (14), p < .001.  Children with DD were 
significantly more likely to use imitation (M = 0.13, SD = .352) than TD children (M = 1.00, SD 




For participants in the TD group, the immediate materials set, 1 participant emitted an 
emulative behavior for the first task, whereas 14 participants imitated the actions of the 
experimenter, Figure 4.  For the second task, 2 participants emitted an emulative behavior and 13 
participants imitated the actions of the experimenter.  The third task all 15 participants emitted an 
imitative behavior.  For the fourth task, 2 participants emitted an emulative response, whereas, 
13 participants emitted an imitative response.  The fifth and sixth task all 15 participants emitted 
an imitative response in the immediate testing condition, Figure 4.  In contrast, the DD group 
during the immediate testing condition emitted all imitative responsive, Figure 4.  Results show 
that in immediate testing conditions, both groups of participants emitted more imitative 
behaviors, suggesting that children imitate in the short term and TD children emulate in the long 






Figure 3.  Total cumulative number of participants who emitted imitation and emulation 

































































Figure 4.  Total cumulative number of participants who emitted imitation and emulation 






































































Results for Experiment II for the Typically Developing and DD Groups for Immediate and 
Delayed Testing Conditions   
 








T-Test Comparing Typically Developing and Developmentally Delayed Children on the Delayed 
Testing Materials 
                                             TD                                ASD                                 t-test 
 M SD M SD t-value P 
Ball 0.87 .352 0.20 .414 4.752 < .001 
Dumbell 0.93 .258 0.20 .414 5.821 < .001 
Egg 0.93 .258 0.20 .414 5.821 < .001 
Bottle 0.93 .258 0.27 .458 4.913 < .001 
Klacker 0.93 .258 0.13 .352 7.099 < .001 
Light 1.00 .000 0.13 .352 9.539 < .001 
Emulation(count) 5.60 .737 1.13 2.232 7.361 < .001 
Imitation(count) 0.40 .737 4.87 2.232 -7.361 < .001 
*TD: typically developing, DD: developmental disorder, p < .001, M: mean, SD: standard 
deviation 
 
Free-Play Condition   
Each participant was given the same puzzle box, Appendix E, and the goal was to 
retrieve the edible from inside the box.  The puzzle box was used to provide the participants with 
their own experience of problem solving.  The results of the number of 5 s whole intervals 5 min 
observation session are displayed in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for all 30 participants.   
The number of whole 5 s intervals that the puzzle box was manipulated served as the 
dependent variable.  Results revealed a significant difference between participants with DD and 
TD, t (28) = 7.589, p= .00, Table 18.  Typically developing children were significantly more 




12.214), Table 18.  Participants in the TD group spent longer durations of time manipulating the 
puzzle box compared to those with DD.  An average total number of whole 5 s intervals was 45 
out of 60 possible intervals, was spent on manipulating the puzzle box with the TD group, 
compared to an average of 14 out of 60 for the DD group.  Four participants from the TD group 
successfully obtained the hidden edible (Participants 12, 13, 21 and 22), and thus their timer was 
stopped and duration was ceased.   
A correlation analyses was used to examine the relationship between level of verbal 
behavior and the duration of time spent engaged with the puzzle box during the free-play testing 
condition.  Results indicate a moderate correlation between the level of verbal behavior and the 
duration of time spend on the puzzle box, t (28) = .508, p = .000, Table 18.  Participants with 
higher levels of verbal behavior spent significantly more time engaged with the puzzle box. 
A second correlation analyses was used to examine the relationship between the total 
count for emulation for each participant and the duration of time spent engaged with the puzzle 
box during the free-play testing condition.  Results show a strong positive correlation between 
the total number of emulative behaviors and the duration of time spend on the puzzle box, r (28) 
= .906, p < .001, Table 20.  From the correlation test, participants with higher levels of verbal 
behavior emitted more emulative behavior and were engaged with the puzzle box significantly 
longer. 
Table 18 
T-test Results Comparing Duration of Time Interacting with the Puzzle Box during Free-Play 
                                    TD                                DD                                 t-test 
 M SD M SD t-value P 
Free-Play 44.53 9.841 13.80 12.214 7.589  < .001 






Correlation Analyses Comparing Duration of Time Interacting with Puzzle Box with the Two 






*Correlation is significant at the .01 level 
Table 20 
Correlation Analyses Comparing Duration of Time Interacting with Puzzle Box with the Total 






*Correlation is significant at the .01 level 
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             Participants that successfully retrieved the edible in the puzzle box 
 
Figure 5.  Total number of 5 second whole intervals participants in the TD Group manipulated  
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Figure 6.  Total number of 5 second whole intervals participants in the DD Group manipulated  
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I tested the performance of children with and without developmental delays, including 
those with autism spectrum disorder, on delayed imitation tasks compared to their performance 
on immediate imitation tasks, compared to those typically-developing, in order to examine the 
gap in the research on imitation and emulation with children with developmental disorders, 
particularly autism.  Two sets of tasks based on Meltzoff’s method for examining delayed 
imitation in toddlers (Meltzoff, 1988a, 1988b) were administered to the participants in the two 
different testing conditions, delayed and immediate.  In this study, I found that 1) children with 
DD emulated less frequently compared to TD children, 2) TD children shifted to emulative 
responses given a time delay of 5-7 days, and 3) children with DD and TD immediately imitated 
the actions of the experimenter when the participants were habituated to the experimenter. 
While research continues to emphasize the importance of imitation to a wide range of 
developmental skills, a large body of literature has implicated imitation deficits as a relatively 
consistent and frequently replicated finding in DD (Rogers et al., 2003; Rogers et al., 2008).  
However, the results of both experiments here demonstrate otherwise.  In the immediate testing 
condition, all participants in both groups, TD and DD, emitted imitation behaviors.  The 
variability in the findings may, in part, be attributed to uneven levels of difficulty of the tasks, 
the age of the participants, and habituation. For example, children with DD often exhibit greater 
difficulty when imitating meaningless gestures, there is no instructional history of the gestures, 
compared with meaningful gestures or gestures that involve objects (Williams et al., 2001).  




Despite being delayed, imitation appears to improve with age and can also be induced at an 
earlier age, as evidence by Du and Greer (2014).  All DD participants, prior to this study had the 
developmental capability, gross motor imitation, in repertoire.    
In the delayed testing condition, we see a significant difference between the TD and DD 
groups.  The TD group of participants shifted to emulation behavior, that is they ended up with 
the same end-state but found their own means to get there using their own behavior, where the 
DD participants emitted the same behavior the experimenter presented days earlier.  In 
comparison, in the immediate testing condition the TD group of participants emitted more 
imitative behaviors.  There were only three instances in the immediate testing condition that a 
participant did not imitate the experimenter.  This supports the notion that children naturally shift 
from imitation to emulation.  When instructing and teaching TD children they will often imitate 
the first behavior of the model they just witnessed; however, weeks later these students find their 
own ways to reach the goal.  Take for example putting a book back on the book shelf.  The 
teacher demonstrates one way to put the book back by finding an empty spot on the shelf.  A 
week later, the same students may move a book over to make more room on the shelf and thus 
demonstrating a shift from imitation to emulation.  Learning to imitate, like most developmental 
skills, follow a predictable sequence of development.  In TD children, immediate imitation skills 
are present at birth and by 9 months of age infants are capable of complex facial and gestured 
imitation (Meltzoff & Moore, 1977). 
My study found that TD children, unlike DD children, tend to use emulation more often 
than imitation when given a time delay.  This is relevant because emulation involves the use of 
behaviors that are already part of the observer’s repertoire, while imitation does not rely on the 




her behavioral repertoire.  Using emulation rather than imitation is therefore likely to have an 
impact on the variability of behaviors that a child might learn from his/her social environment.   
Developmental theories have traditionally placed importance on the ability to imitate as 
fundamental skills that provide lead way to more advance developmental skills (Hornebeck, 
2001).  Rogers et al., (2003) study demonstrated participants with ASD imitated actions of the 
experimenter on manual based actions (i.e. open and close both hands simultaneously) equally 
compared to TD participants.  However, participants with ASD did not equally perform an 
imitation for action of objects (i.e. pull blocks apart and bang together).  The results of the 
current study suggest that participants with ASD and DD can in fact imitate actions of objects 
when the participants are habituated to the experimenter given a time delay and immediate 
testing conditions.  ASD is also a social skills disorder and this deficit in social skills may 
contribute to Rogers et al., (2003) results where the experimenters where not familiar to the 
participants and an unknown environment was used.  That is, the participants in Rogers et al., 
(2003) and various other mentioned studies displayed what the researchers labeled as an 
imitation deficit in children with autism; however, this may primarily be due to poor attention, 
lack of motivation and lack of an instructional history with the experimenters. 
Findings from a number of studies have suggested that imitation impairments are both 
universal and specific in ASD (Hobson & Hobson, 2008; McIntosh et al., 2006; Perra et al., 
2008; Rogers, 1999; Rogers et al., 2003; Stone, Ousley & Littleford, 1997; Williams et al., 
2004).  The reported impairments have led some researchers to suggest that imitation is the core 
impairments in ASD (Williams et al., 2004).  This claim has extended in the mirror neuron 
hypothesis of ASD, which supposes that the mirror neuron system, thought to mediate imitation, 




The broken mirror hypothesis claims that children with autism have a dysfunction of the 
mirror neuron system and that this is the primary cause of their social disability (Dapretto et al., 
2006; Iacoboni & Dapretto, 2006; Williams et al., 2001).  The results of two behavior studies, 
McIntosh et al. (2006) and Hobson and Lee (1999) and the current data demonstrate that a 
broken mirror hypothesis cannot be sustained as children with autism do not have an impairment 
in imitation skills - when the use of an object and a goal for the use of the object are presented to 
the child.  McIntosh et al (2006) used electromyography to record the facial movements of 
typically developing and autistic adults.  They found that adults with autism did not show 
imitation of emotional facial expressions, but typical adults did.  However, both groups showed 
the same responses when given the instruction to copy the expression they saw (McIntosh et al., 
2006).  Experiment II did not use vocal prompts and the results demonstrated that participants 
with ASD and DD imitated given an immediate and delayed testing condition.  The second study 
by Hobson and Lee (1999) examined the imitation of both the style and goal of a novel action – 
rattling two objects to make a sound either loudly or softly.  They found that children with 
autism tended to imitate the goal of the action; they were able to hold the objects and make a 
sound, but did not copy the style or manner in which the action was performed.  In the current 
study, the results show that children with ASD/DD imitated in both immediate and delayed 
testing conditions.  The current data suggests that the broken mirror hypothesis is indeed a 
broken theory.   
Literature regarding delayed imitation and children with ASD has received much less 
attention.  Dawson et al., (1998), Rogers et al., (2008), Strid et al., (2012), and Strid et al., (2013) 
all tested for delayed imitation that did not require a vocal prompt to (i.e. watch and do as I do).  




one factor that may contribute to these results is the unfamiliar testing environment and 
unfamiliar experimenter.  The results of this study suggest that participants with ASD can imitate 
in delay testing conditions when the experimenter is known and the environment is familiar.  In 
Experiment I, the participants had prior instruction with generalized imitation and were exposed 
to the mirror protocol as outlined in Du and Greer (2014).  In Experiment II, all participants did 
not have prior instruction; however, they were all classified as having autism with less severe 
autistic like symptoms; therefore, the imitation repertoire was present at the onset of the study.   
My results are consistent with some (Morgan, 2013) but not all (Nielson, et al. 2013) 
previous studies that attempted to distinguish imitation in ASD.  In these previous studies 
participants were guided to imitate the demonstrator.  For example, in the experiment by Nielsen 
et al. (2013) participants were provided with the same object that was used in the demonstration 
and were given the specific prompt “your turn”.  In Experiment I the participants were prompted 
“your turn”; however, in Experiment II, participants were not prompted and both experiments 
demonstrated that ASD/DD children imitated in both immediate and delayed testing conditions.  
However, the findings do not rule out the possibility of a developmental deficit in emulation for 
children with autism and other developmental disorders. 
There is growing evidence in the literature that children in their second year of life can 
emit emulative behaviors (Gergely, Bekkering, & Kiraly, 2002; Huang et al., 2002; Rothstien, 
2010; Thompson & Russell, 2004).  All of their studies used an adapted version of Meltzoff 
(1995) testing methodology and included a period of time that ‘warmed up’ the participants to 
the experimenter.  The results from the experiment demonstrated that children tend to emit 
behaviors in front of people they are familiar with versus strangers.  Rothstein (2010) tested for 




old children who were habituated to the experimenter did in fact emulate.  The results of the 
current study supports this body of literature.  The TD group given a time delay were more likely 
to emulate a given response and some participants from the DD shifted to this emulative 
response given the time delay; however, DD and TD participants continued to imitate in the 
immediate testing condition.  This could be attributed to the instructional history of participants 
with DD who in the past have been reinforced for imitating the experimenter (i.e. gross motor 
activities) versus emitting an emulative response and thus in turn having an error correction 
procedure.   
The results of Experiment II differ with the findings from Hobson and Lee (1999).  
Hobson and Lee (1999) examined imitation of both style and goal of a novel action with children 
with ASD.  They found that this population of children tended to imitate the goal of the action 
(i.e. hold the object and make sounds) but did not imitate the style or manner in which the action 
was performed, suggesting that the participants emulated the experimenter. The results from 
Experiment II found that the participants with DD imitated the goal of the action, as well as, the 
manner in which the action was performed, that is the participants did not shift to an emulative 
response since there was point-to-point correspondence between the actions.   
There appears to be a moderate correlation between the duration of time spent 
manipulating an object in order to solve the problem and emulation.  Participants from the TD 
group on average manipulated the puzzle box longer and even had some success at solving the 
box compared to the DD group who manipulated the box for less amounts of time and often 
walked away from the box when it wasn’t solved within the first few seconds.  No studies to date 




Emulation is a higher order skill and requires children to observe the end result of the 
task  rather than observe the process of getting there, within the given environmental context.  
Typically developing children, as they age, tend to shift from an imitation response, which 
previously was reinforced by an adult as point-to-point correspondence of the exact actions, to an 
emulative response, in which the end goal is being reinforced rather than the process of getting 
there.  The reinforcement for imitation in the beginning is with the see-do correspondence.  The 
children are reinforced by seeing the actions and the replicating the actions themselves.  Later, 
the reinforcement shifts to the goal because the children see the effects and changes it has on the 
environment and that is what becomes reinforced.  Children learn that their behavior is 
instrumental to producing changes within the environment.   
The mirror neuron theory accounts for imitation but not emulation as all research focuses 
on the direct-matching account of imitation.  The non-firing of the neurons during imitation may 
be due to phylogenic reasons; however, under certain conditions they can be trained, just like in 
the mirror protocol to induce generalized imitation.  The training and repetition establishes brain 
cells to create experiences and thus builds the connections.  The results of Experiment I and II 
suggest that children with ASD/DD are missing emulation as a developmental cusp and the 
source of the reinforcement remains the same for them, that is, they are reinforced for emitting 
the point-to-point correspondence between the adult action and their own.   
Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
The present study provides a research-based examination of delayed imitation and 
emulation in individuals with DD, including autism, compared to TD children.  This study builds 
on previous research by examining the delayed imitation of children with ASD, as compared to 




to match these groups of participants on more than just age, as was the case in this study.  It was 
beyond the scope of this study to include multiple control groups that matched the group of 
children with ASD.  Such considerations should include – level of verbal skill, balance of 
gender, IQ, developmental age, as well as nonverbal skills.  Replication of this study controlling 
for more factors than chronological age could enhance the utility of the findings.  The results of 
the present study should certainly be interpreted with some caution, due to the relatively small 
sample size.  Further research is warranted utilizing larger samples with younger children who 
have autism.   
Furthermore, parents provided just a verbal recognition that their child had ASD and that 
they were receiving services provided outside of this research. That is why I’ve labeled the group 
as DD, as I was not able to confirm a medical diagnosis.  In addition,  I did not follow up with 
the service care providers and inquire about the duration of time spent in service.  Having a more 
rigorous screening selection and a trained clinician in future replications may aid in a better 
selection process.  Despite this limitation, the fact that they were receiving services related to 
their diagnosis can confirm that they did in fact have a diagnosis.   
Another limitation to the study was the collection of interobserver agreement.  Due to 
time constraints with the Institutional Review Board (IRB) videos of participants were not 
included and thus interobserver agreement was left to the parents/care givers of the participants.  
Future replications should include videotaping so that trained professional, unfamiliar with the 
participants, could score each session for reliability and fidelity of the procedure.  In addition, 
parents could have been trained more thoroughly on taking whole-interval recording data during 




The latency between the habituation phase and the first testing phase served to be another 
limitation.  All participants went through the habituation phase before any of the testing interval 
phases started.  With scheduling conflicts and waiting for IRB approval, this increased the length 
of time from the first phase of habituation to the first delayed testing session.  This latency may 
have decreased the effects of the habituation for some participants, especially those with DD.  
Future research, should adapt the design so that participants entered into the second phase of the 
testing interval within a week of the habituation phase, and not waiting for all participants to 
finish the habituation phase.  
Another limitation is the randomization of the materials into sets and the participants into 
each of these sets.  For instance, material Set 3 has one participant in the typically developing 
group and four from the autism group.  Better controlling for equal participants in each set would 
aid in the validity of the results. Furthermore, when examining Set 1 and Set 4 they both start 
with the Dumbell/Duplo Block as the first item presented in the sequence.  Using stratified 
random sampling within group would help control for the presentation of items and this should 
be examined in a replication study. 
Finally, the current research used apparatuses that had simple means-end that children 
with DD typically have less difficulty imitating (Rogers et al., 2008).  These tasks were very 
easy for the typically developing participants.  Future research should explore the abilities of 
children with DD to engage in imitation tasks that were different including imitation of hand 
gestures or facial expressions or including multiple steps.  Despite this limitation, this study did 
use 12 apparatuses, which far exceeds the number of apparatuses in emulation studies.   
Regardless of these limitations, the present study makes an important contribution to the 




the intervention settings.  This study adds to current knowledge of delayed imitation abilities in 
young children with DD and that they do not naturally shift to emulation behaviors given a time 
delay, like their comparison TD group, suggesting that children with ASD/DD are missing a 
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Appendix A: Definition of Terms 
Definition of Terms 
1. Imitation and Modeling 
Whiten and Ham (1992) defined imitation simply as a process in which ‘B learns some 
aspect of the intrinsic form of an act from A” (p. 250).  Other researchers propose that imitation 
incorporates an understanding of the models’ intentions (Tomasello, 1999; Huang, 
Heyes&Charman, 2006).  The term imitation has been defined, re-defined, and debated in the 
literature.  Baer, Peterson, and Sherman (1967) defined imitation as a behavior that closely 
follows another individual’s behavior in which the form is controlled by the behavior of another.  
Catania (2007) similarly defined imitation as a type of behavior in which an individual visually 
observers a model and then duplicates the model.  A person imitates because of the conditioned 
reinforcement that he developed from the correspondence between the behavior of the observer 
and the behavior of the observed (Greer &Speckman, 2009).  Greer and Ross (2008) described 
imitation as a ‘see-do’ relationship that involves a point-to-point correspondence.  
Modeling is the demonstration of the target behavior by another and that is subsequently 
imitated (Cooper, Heron, &Heward, 2007).  Observing a model in order to imitate has lead to 
confusion in regards to imitation and modeling with observational learning; however, with 
imitation the behavior is already learned and is capable of copying the model, thus a 
performance, whereas, observational learning requires learning something new that the observer 
has not done before (Greer et al., 2006).  For the purpose of this paper the definition of imitation 





2. Delayed Imitation 
In contrast to imitation in the immediate condition, delayed imitation has been defined as 
“the ability to reproduce a previously witnessed action or sequence of actions in the absence of 
current perceptual support for the action” (Courage & Howe, 2002, p. 257). Piaget (1962) 
believed delayed imitation to result from the child’s increasing ability to form mental 
representations of behavior performed by others. 
3. Generalized Imitation 
Generalized imitation (GI) is a term used across different topographies (generalized 
imitation and gross motor imitation), and in the behavior analysis literature GI is used to describe 
when an individual imitates novel behavior without direct reinforcement of a particular response 
and when there is no history of direct reinforcement for the response (Baer, Peterson, & 
Sherman, 1967; Catania, 2007); Keohane, Pereira Delgado, & Greer, 2008; Metz, 1965). Greer 
and Speckman (2009) argued that GI is a higher-order operant that is an essential pre-verbal 
developmental cusp as well as an essential verbal developmental capability.  Once an individual 
acquires GI the individual can learn in ways he or she could not before. Generalized imitation is 
a type of emergent behavior that is brought about when an individual comes into contact with 
multiple exemplar experiences across observing and producing responses (Greer, 2008).   
Baer and Deguchi (1985) described GI as a response class that has the following 
characteristics: 1) non-reinforced imitative behaviors that are maintained as long as other 
imitative responses are reinforced, but decrease when reinforcement is no longer contingent on 
other imitation, 2) non-reinforced imitative behaviors that persist despite continuous differential 
reinforcement, and 3) the accuracy of non-reinforced imitative behaviors increase when other 




Du & Greer (2014) propose that the correspondence between seeing and doing is a 
conditioned reinforcer and hence the source for GI.  Du & Greer (2014) isolated the effects of 
using a mirror for training imitative responses on the emergence of GI using six children 3- and 
4- years old.  Half of the participants received the mirror protocol and the other half received 
face-to-face instruction.  GI emerged for the participants who received the mirror training, but 
not for the participants who received face-to-face.  The results suggest that the correspondence 
for seeing and doing, GI, is a conditioned reinforce (Du & Greer, 2014).  
The difference between imitation and GI should be clarified.  Skinner (1953) and Catania 
(1998) defined imitation as a repertoire that consists of discrete matching relations each of which 
is directly trained and GI as a generative repertoire in which new matching relations seem to 
emerge without training. 
4. Emulation 
Emulation is defined by Wood (1989) to describe the responses of children who achieved 
the same end-state of a demonstrated action but used a novel way to reach that goal.  Emulative 
learning, according to Wood (1989) can be divided into three specific forms: goal emulation, 
affordance learning, and object movement.  Emulation is a trial and error behavior that is 
reinforced by the correspondence of the end-result, end product.  Unlike imitation, the 
duplication process involves duplicating the outcome or products of behavior (Greer, 2008).   
Emulation does not involve imitating or emitting the exact movements presented by the model; 
rather, it involves the production of the end goal.  Tomasello (1999) theorized that emulation 
occurs when an individual learns the changes of the state in the environment that the other 
produces.  That is, emulation requires the observer’s behavior to differ from which is observed 




The term emulation used by Tomasello (1990) was used to refer to instances in which on 
observer learns, by watching others, about the properties of, or casual relations between, objects.  
Emulation in this sense does not rely on the goal of the model’s actions.  For this reason, some 
researchers contrast emulation with goal emulation (Call & Carpenter, 2002; Want & Harris, 
2002; Whiten & Ham, 1992).  However, for the purpose of this paper, emulation is used to refer 
to instances in which children produce the same result as a model using their own behavioral 
repertoire.   
5. Observational Learning 
Observational learning, like imitation and GI, has been defined and re-defined over the 
years.  Catania (2007) defined observational learning as “learning based on observing the 
responding of another organism and/or its consequences” (p. 399).  Greer, Singer-Dudek, and 
Gautreaux (2006) defined observational learning as “observation that results in the acquisition of 
new operants, higher-order operants, and conditioned reinforcers” (p. 490). Greer and Speckman 
(2009) argued that observational learning is an essential foundational verbal developmental cusp 
as well as an essential verbal developmental capability because once an individual acquires 
observational learning the individual can learn in ways he or she could not before.  Extensive 
research in the behavioral science field has been conducted regarding a child’s capability to learn 
by observing the direct contingencies of another’s behavior once he or she has acquired the 
capability. 
6. Radical Behavior Paradigm 
According to the Skinnerian point of view, “radical behaviorism is not simply the 
scientific study of behavior, but rather an integrated and comprehensive philosophy of science, 




62). Day (1983) described Skinnerian radical behaviorism to be “conspicuously pragmatist in 
spirit” (p. 93). As an epistemology, radical behaviorism takes it departure from the pragmatic 
stances of Mach and Bacon as well as the positivism found in Russell’s writings (Moore, 2008; 
Zuriff, 1980). Moore (2008) stated that radical behaviorism not only encompassed epistemology, 
but it also took the lead in understanding what knowledge was, how it came about, and how to 
improve the human condition by making humans even more knowledgeable.  
Foxall (1995) summarized the epistemological basis of radical behaviorism involving the 
ontology and methodology as such:   
1) Behaviorism is a subject matter in its own right and is neither an indication nor a 
confirmation of the existence of mental activity, 2) the initiating causes of behavior 
are to be found solely within the environment; the internal event is itself the product 
of environmental control, a response subject to reinforcing and punishing 
contingencies, 3) the basic paradigm of operant conditioning is the three-term 
contingency consisting of a discriminative stimulus, a response, and its reinforcing or 
punishing consequences, 4) there are not non-physical events or causes which are 
essentially mental, 5) individuals are changed by their histories both evolutionally and 
environmentally, 6) there are two kinds of operant behavior—contingency shaped and 
rule-governed, 7) the purpose of science is to predict and control rather than speculate 
(theorize) and test deductive hypotheses, and 8) the aim is to establish functional 
relationships and identifying and describing the contingent relationships between a 
response and its reinforcing or punishing consequences are the essence of functional 





7. Verbal Behavior Development Theory 
The verbal behavior developmental theory (Greer, 2008; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer 
&Speckman, 2009) applies Skinner’s (1957) verbal behavior theory to the analysis of the 
development, or ontogenesis, of verbal behavior. The theory incorporates both listener functions 
(e.g., responding to another person’s speaker behavior) as well as speaker functions (e.g., 
governing the behavior of others by using various topographies of verbal behavior like vocal 
speech and sign language) (Greer & Ross, 2008) and the joining of the listener/speaker within the 
skin (Greer &Speckman, 2009).   
The verbal behavior developmental theory (VBDT) outlines a trajectory of verbal 
developmental stages that propose what are described as being verbal developmental cusps, 
capabilities, and repertoires (Greer, 2008, Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer &Speckman, 2009). Verbal 
developmental cusps, capabilities, and repertoires are distinct terms with unique characteristics 
that are used to describe the verbal stages that children typically accrue from early life 
experiences.   
The VBDT is influenced by findings from Horne and Lowe’s (1996) seminal research on 
Naming, relational frame theory (RFT) (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001), stimulus 
equivalence research (Sidman, 1994), and mainstream developmental psychology research (Hart 
&Risley, 1995). Verbal developmental researchers do not emphasize the differences between 
their proposed theory and the findings of influencing research. Rather, they acknowledge the 
consistency between them, which is the possible induction of verbal developmental cusps and 
capabilities in children who were missing them in order to exponentially expand their 
repertoires (Greer &Speckman, 2009). VBDT is inductive by nature as opposed to many 




&Speckman, 2009). The empirical findings of recent research drove the development of this 
theory.  
8. Behavioral Cusps and Capabilities 
 Greer and Speckman (2009), Greer (2008), Greer and Du (2014) and Greer and Ross 
(2008) state that there are different developmental stages that humans acquire over the course of 
their ontogenetic development.  Behavior analysts studying development identified these critical 
developments as behavioral developmental cusps (Greer & Du, 2014).  Rosales-Ruiz & Baer 
(1996) refer to behavioral developmental cusps behaviors that emerge that allow children to 
learn faster and learn things they could not prior to the onset of the cusp (Greer & Du, 2014).  
Greer & Du (2014) give the example of a child learning to walk.  Once they learn to walk they 
come into contact with new environments and once in the new environment they encounter the 
effects of their behavior as natural contingencies of reinforcement and punishment (Greer & Du, 
2014).  Once a cusp is achieved subsequent developments become easy or highly probable and 
the child gains access to more complex cusps. 
 Some cusps are also behavioral developmental capabilities.  Developmental capabilities 
have the characteristic of allowing individuals to learn in new ways in which they could not 
before. They emerge from "behavior/environment interactions" (Greer, 2008, p. 369). 
Developmental capabilities occur "when the acquisition of a cusp also leads to a new way of 
learning verbal behavior" (Greer, p. 369; Greer &Speckman, 2009). According to the verbal 
behavior developmental theory, all developmental capabilities are considered developmental 
cusps, though not all cusps are capabilities (Greer &Speckman, 2009). When a new way of 
learning results from learning experiences a cusp is also a capability, but when a new way of 




capability when the child's learning changes such that he learns differently than before and 
becomes a new way to contact elementary principles of behavior (Greer &Speckman, 2009). 
9. Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) 
 For this research study, a child was determined to have ASD if they have received a 
formal diagnosis from a licensed psychologist or psychiatrist.  According to the Diagnostic 
Manual (DSM-V) provided by the American Psychiatric Association, individuals diagnosed with 
ASD are characterized by a) qualitative impairments in social reciprocity; b) qualitative 
impairments in communication (pragmatic communication deficits); and c) restricted and/or 
repetitive patterns of interest and/or behavior (American Psychiatric Association, 2000).  
10. Typically Developing (TD) 
 A child, for the purpose of this research study, is considered TD if they have not received 
any formal diagnosis of any kind.  Parents/guardians were asked prior to the onset of this study if 
their child a) has any formal diagnosis of a disorder that could interfere with participant; b) is on 
a waitlist for assessment for the purposes of diagnosis; or c) has been referred for assessment for 
the purpose of diagnosis.  Children who met any of the above criteria were not selected as a TD 
participant.  
11. Theory of Mind (ToM) 
For the purpose of this research study, ToM is the individual’s cognitive ability to attribute 
mental states (beliefs, intents, desires, knowledge, etc) to one’s own self and others to understand 
that the individual themselves have their own thought system and that others have their own 
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Appendix E: Free Play Puzzle Box 
 
To open the box, first turn the box upside down.  Push the two feet of the box towards the back 
of the box (away from the side with the latch) at the same time.  The feet will slide forward and 
release the holding mechanism on the lid.  The lid will pop up and can be removed.  
 
 
 
 
